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Extensive research has been conducted by the grid community to enable large-scale 

collaborations in pre-configured environments. grid collaborations can vary in scale and 

motivation resulting in a coarse classification of grids: national grid, project grid, enterprise grid, 

and volunteer grid. Despite the differences in scope and scale, all the traditional grids in practice 

share some common assumptions. They support mutually collaborative communities, adopt a 

centralized control for membership, and assume a well-defined non-changing collaboration. To 

support grid applications that do not confirm to these assumptions, we propose the concept of ad 

hoc grids. 

In the context of this research, we propose a novel architecture for ad hoc grids that 

integrates a suite of component frameworks. Specifically, our architecture combines the 

community management framework, security framework, abstraction framework, quality of 

service framework, and reputation framework. The overarching objective of our integrated 

architecture is to support a variety of grid applications in a self-controlled fashion with the help 

of a self-organizing ad hoc community. We introduce mechanisms in our architecture that 

successfully isolates malicious elements from the community, inherently improving the quality 

of grid services and extracting deterministic quality assurances from the underlying 

infrastructure. We also emphasize on the technology-independence of our architecture, thereby 

offering the requisite platform for technology interoperability. The feasibility of the proposed 

architecture is verified with a high-quality ad hoc grid implementation. Additionally, we have 

analyzed the performance and behavior of ad hoc grids with respect to several control 

parameters. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The term “grid computing” [1, 2] is commonly used to refer to a distributed computing

infrastructure that promotes large-scale resource sharing in a dynamic multi-institutional

“virtual organization” (VO). A computational grid is conceptually based on the principles of

an electric power grid. A large number of electric power generating plants interconnect with

one another, providing standardized, reliable, cheap, and ubiquitous access to electric power.

Similarly, a computational grid forms a closed network of a large number of pooled resources

providing standardized, reliable, specialized, and pervasive access to high-end computational

resources.

To establish a computational grid several institutions pool their resources such as com-

putational cycles, specialized software, database servers, network bandwidth, and people.

Thereafter, global policies for the VO are established that identify the roles and respon-

sibilities of participating entities. Well-trained professional administrators associated with

the participating institutions enforce the global VO and local domain policies. Based on

these policies, the grid administrators provide security credentials to the grid users, who can

access the distributed grid resources within the scope of their credentials irrespective of their

geographical positions and institutional affiliations.

Several applications and infrastructures have been discussed in the literature that signif-

icantly benefit from the grid concept [1]. Applications that can take advantage of multiple

supercomputers can benefit from a distributed supercomputer created as a grid by pool-

ing several supercomputers. Applications containing “massively parallel” subtasks can take

advantage of the grid to co-allocate a large number of distributed compute resources in par-

allel [3, 4]. Data-intensive applications can use specialized data stores and replica systems

available in the grid to store and retrieve large number of datasets. Advanced collaborative
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applications [5] can use the interactive features of the grid to provide an enhanced human-

to-human interaction.

1.1. Grid Classification

The expansion of the grid community from the scientific domain to include the commer-

cial sector can be compared to the initial proliferation of the Internet. However, unlike a

single global Internet, there exists several overlapping grid architectures supporting different

requirements and scale. Based on the scale of deployment and scope of supported applica-

tions, all existing computational grid architectures can be divided into national grids, project

grids, enterprise grids, and volunteer grids [6].

National grids aggregate several high-end computing, data and network resources across

a nation to provide a unified distributed computing infrastructure [7, 8, 9]. Membership,

collaboration, and access to national grids is regulated by the government and is available

only to a few trusted and prioritized applications and groups of national importance.

Project grids are structurally similar to national grids. However, rather than aggregating

resources for a nation, they represent a pool of resources across multiple geographic (poten-

tially international) and administrative domains to achieve a mutually beneficial scientific

or commercial goal [10, 11, 12]. Membership to a project grid is controlled by a specially

appointed administrative authority and is available only to member and collaborating orga-

nizations. Currently, project grids form the most common class of grids deployed in practice.

Enterprise grids, also known as desktop grids or PC grids, combine the existing low-end

computational resources such as desktops and laptops within a single organization into a

powerful distributed computing framework at no additional hardware cost [13]. Access to

an enterprise grid is available only to the members of the host organization and is restricted

to profit-making enterprise-level applications.

Volunteer grids offer an innovative solution in distributed computing allowing Internet

users to altruistically donate unused computational cycles to collectively accomplish some

non-profit scientific task [14]. Restricted membership to volunteer grids is available for all

resource-contributors. Every Internet user can contribute resources to the volunteer grid,
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however, consumption of these resources is restricted only to the controlling organization or

application employing a master-slave computing model.

1.2. Renowned Grid Projects

Many national and international community production grids have been established in

the past few years. Each is part of a virtual organization spanning multiple administrative

domains and enabling access to high-end resources such as supercomputers, mass storage

systems, and advanced instruments. This section provides a brief overview of some of the

most important grid projects established so far [15, 2]. Although some of the discussed

projects are no longer active, they represent some of the most popular production grids

established in the history of grid computing.

The Department of Energy (DOE) Science Grid [16] was a pilot program to provide

an advanced distributed computing infrastructure based on grid middleware and tools to

enable the degree of scalability in scientific computing necessary for DOE to accomplish

its science missions. Emphasis was placed on making the construction and use of large-

scale heterogeneous systems as easy as using today’s desktop environments. The DOE

Science Grid was part of a large initiative, entitled Scientific Discovery through Advanced

Computing (SciDAC) [17], that was started in 2001. The project became inactive after

2003. The objective of SciDAC is to develop the scientific computing software and hardware

infrastructure needed for terascale computers to advance its research programs in basic

energy sciences, biological and environmental research, fusion energy sciences, and high-

energy and nuclear physics.

The TeraGrid [18] project seeks to build and deploy the world’s largest, fastest, most

comprehensive, distributed infrastructure for open scientific research. The TeraGrid includes

nine distributed sites collectively capable of supporting 20 teraflops of computing power and

about 1 petabyte of data storage. A high-speed network operating at 40 gigabits/second

facilitates the tight integration of the components of TeraGrid. The $100 million project is

funded by the National Science Foundation and includes several research laboratories and

academic institutions. The TeraGrid benefits from other grid-related activities performed
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at the partner sites through the National Computational Science Alliance (Alliance) [19]

and the National Partnership for Advanced Computational Infrastructure (NPACI) [20].

The Alliance and NPACI is supporting the TeraGrid activities through their partners and

infrastructure/building activities and their current and future grid infrastructures.

The NASA Information Power Grid [21] project was initiated from a series of work-

shops in autumn of 1997. The goal was to provide seamless access to resources between

NASA sites and a few selected NPACI sites for application development. These applica-

tions include aeronautics and other areas of interest to NASA, such as space sciences and

earth sciences. The requirements NASA addressed in this project are seamless access to

distributed legacy applications via networks, cross-platform computational and interactive

visualization of large three-dimensional data sets, intelligent and distributed data mining

across unspecified heterogeneous data sources, agent technologies, privacy and security, and

tools for the development of multidisciplinary systems.

Additionally, NASA also deals with a number of real-time requirements for aircraft op-

erations systems. The hardware resources that were included in the Information Power Grid

were based on Globus [22] technology and comprised approximately 1,500 CPU nodes in six

SGI Origins distributed across several NASA centers. Also included were 10-50 terabytes of

securely accessible mass storage, several workstation clusters with approximately 100 CPUs,

and a Condor [3] pool with 300 workstations.

The EuroGrid [23] is an application testbed for the European grid community. It is

supported as a shared cost research and technology development project between the Eu-

ropean Commission and its eleven partner institutions. It demonstrates the use of grids

in selected scientific and industrial communities, address the specific requirements of these

communities, and highlight the benefits of using grids. The objectives are to establish and

operate a European grid between several of Europe’s high performance computing centers.

Besides developing grid software and applying it within state-of-the-art applications such as
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bio-molecular simulations, weather prediction, structural analysis, and real-time data pro-

cessing, the alignment with commercial partners is intended to improve the software quality

and provide expert support.

The DataGrid [24] project is funded by the European Community. The objective is to

enable next-generation scientific exploration that requires intensive computation and anal-

ysis of shared large-scale databases, from hundreds of terabytes to petabytes, across widely

distributed scientific virtual communities. The initiative is led by CERN, the European or-

ganization for nuclear research, together with five other main partners and fifteen associated

partners. Major application areas are quantum chromodynamics, earth observation, and

human health research.

The ApGrid [25] is a partnership for grid computing in the Asia Pacific region. So far,

it includes about thirty institutions. One of the important objectives of ApGrid is building

an international grid testbed. The current technology plan includes the Globus Toolkit as

its underlying infrastructure.

The SETI@home [14] project allows millions of Internet users around the world to par-

ticipate in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence. By distributing a free screensaver,

SETI@home uses the computing power of millions of personal computers worldwide to pro-

cess data collected at the Arecibo radio telescope [26] in Puerto Rico. Idle workstations

executing the screensaver connect to the SETI@home Berkeley headquarters to request a

work-unit. A work-unit is a small piece of data collected from the Arecibo radio telescope.

The screensaver then locally processes the data and delivers the results to the SETI@home

headquarters. The latest statistics show a global user-base of 5.5 million users registered

with the SETI@home project and 2 million years in CPU time collectively contributed by

the SETI@home users.

1.3. Grid Characteristics

Despite the different grid classes and supported application types, traditional grid archi-

tectures share some common traits.
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Existing grid frameworks support mutually collaborative communities. Irrespective of

their organizational orientation, members of these grids share a synchronized, pre-determined,

and non-conflicting objective. Participants are members of collaborating institutions, hence,

do not exhibit any hostility towards each other. Competing and hostile environments such

as grid markets [27, 28] are not supported by traditional grid frameworks. All conflicts in

interest are systematically arbitrated by the grid administrators.

Additionally, traditional grid frameworks support centralized control and monitoring.

Every grid framework has a pre-determined group of administrators that are entrusted with

the task of securing and maintaining the grid. They are responsible for a wide array of

tasks. These include outlining institutional responsibilities and obligations, defining grid

policies, selecting grid technologies [22, 3], installing and maintaining grid services, granting

usage authorization, and monitoring grid usage. grid resource consumers implicitly trust the

central authority and rely on it for maintaining the reliability, availability, and quality of

available resources.

Another prominent characteristic of grid environments is that it constitutes a “closed”

network of resources [29]. In other words, the current grid usage model caters to the needs

of certain “classes”. Unless one belongs to a research or commercial organization, it is

quite difficult to get access to one of the high-performance grid infrastructures. Further,

the administrative overhead involved in the initial grid setup makes it non-trivial for an

individual or small organization to establish personal grids at will. Proponents of the current

usage model justifiably argue that the philosophy of these collaborative grids is to support the

computational and data-intensive needs of an elite few, rather than providing grid access to

the “masses”. The tightly controlled administrative mechanism enables grid service providers

to offer the promised QoS guarantees.

Further, contemporary grids have a highly segregated role-based usage [1]. An individual

interacting with the grid can be conveniently categorized as one of the following: service

provider, service developer, administrator, or end-user [30]. Although there can be some

degree of overlap between associated roles, an extreme mixture of these roles is explicitly
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avoided. Such a well-defined role-based interaction facilitates a separation of concerns, allow-

ing the end-user to concentrate on science or commerce, the service provider to concentrate

on QoS assurances, the service developer to concentrate on grid protocols, and the adminis-

trator to focus on enforcement of access control and organizational policies.

1.4. Motivation for Ad Hoc Grids

Traditional grid systems can support a large number of collaborative and distributed

application patterns that can satisfy the requirements imposed by them. However, several

community-based applications cannot satisfy the requirements imposed by traditional grids

in terms of pre-established policies, pre-determined trust relationships, central controlling

authorities, and mutually collaborative objectives.

Transient Collaborations

Consider the use case where a group of geographically separated scientists require ad hoc

short-term collaboration and resource sharing in a secure environment to evaluate different

experimental simulations of an application (see Figure 1). One scientist contributes the

simulation service, one pools a visualization service to render the results of the simulated

experiment, another scientist provides the data repository storing the input datasets for the

experiment, and a few others want to interactively discuss the final results in an educa-

tional setting. Further, as new services and users become available they must be seamlessly

integrated into the system. Likewise, when these resources are unavailable or no longer in-

terested, their traces must be systematically removed from the grid environment. Although

simple, this example is representative of a large class of collaborative applications developed

as a part of multi-domain sciences [31, 32].

To facilitate such a collaboration using the traditional grid usage model, the scientists

would need to formally establish a grid virtual organization (VO) defining appropriate usage

policies and describing individual contributions and responsibilities. The VO would then

assign administrative privileges to a group of trained professionals. The grid administrators

generate grid credentials for every user (consumer) of the grid. All of the participating entities
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Figure 1. Transient collaboration between a group of geographically sepa-
rated scientists. The collaboration includes remote simulation service, data
storage service, and visualization service [33]

would need to support a particular grid middleware [22, 34, 3, 35, 13]. Service installation

and provision would be handled by the administrators as they would be available in the

community. Once the administrative functions are performed, users are able interact with

the grid within the context of their assigned credentials. Although this setup provides the

required functionality, the administrative overhead to establish and maintain such a transient

short-term community (possibly one-time collaboration) surpasses its utility.

Therefore, it is imperative to design a new grid environment that enables seamless open

participation in a community without incurring the overhead imposed by centralized man-

agement. However, the lack of centralized management must not affect the security enforce-

ment and quality assurances exhibited by traditional grid frameworks. Further, the novel

environment must be capable of supporting a major overlap in the role of grid members.

For example, a grid consumer can also be a grid provider, and at the same time be a grid
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administrator for its contributed services. This would facilitate a scalable maintenance of dy-

namic environments. Since services are added at runtime, the new framework must facilitate

support for integrating multiple grid technologies and protocols.

Grid Markets

A grid market is another important use case being thoroughly researched within the

commercial communities [27, 28]. A grid market is a framework in which a grid resource

(computational cycles, data storage, network bandwidth, and specialized services) is treated

as a commodity. Individuals or organizations participate in a grid market trading their

resources with a potential resource consumer. Participating entities negotiate pricing policies

and service quality with the ultimate goal of optimizing their respective objective functions.

Due to economic implications, grid markets are inherently competitive (potentially hostile)

in nature. Nevertheless, they provide the requisite de-centralized brokering infrastructure

for bridging the gap between geographically separated resource providers and consumers.

Every participating entity has its objective function, negotiating principles, and usage

policy. Unlike traditional grid models, not all participating entities share a global goal. Nei-

ther do they trust each other in such a competitive environment. Thus, grid markets cannot

be regulated and monitored by a single controlling authority. Nonetheless, members of the

grid market must be protected against hostile competitors and malicious traders. Further,

grid markets have a metamorphic structure, its participants and contributed resources con-

tinuously change over the course of time. Conventional grid architectures fail to support such

self-organizing communities since they rely on network- and structure-dependent services.

grid markets need a decentralized, self-organizing, self-enforcing, and self-monitoring grid

architecture that supports the autonomy, security, and robustness desired by participants in

order to efficiently trade their resources.

1.5. Ad hoc Grids

Motivated by the need to support a class of grid applications that require dynamic

grid participation, on-the-fly service contribution, autonomous policy formation, resilience
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to continuous community changes, and protection from intra-community hostilities, this

dissertation proposes a novel grid architecture, referred to as ad hoc grids [36].

Additionally, if we use the size of the virtual organization as an indicator for the quality

of the production grid, one finds that the rules and membership become increasingly diffi-

cult to manage and that the membership in a large organization with unbounded rules is

breaking the trust relationship between the members. Hence, managing any large grid will

become a challenge in the future due to scalability issues. This problem is manifested on the

observation that the grid community has been unable to establish any realistic large scale

national grids. The efforts that do exists direct project funds on national scale to spawn a

subset of grid resources as part of a virtual organization, but they do not encompass all high

end resources within a single grid. Hence, they represent a large virtual organization and

not a national grid.

This however, is indeed another motivation for this dissertation. With the observation

that large scale grids do not exists and their instantiation becomes too complex to manage,

we must ask ourselves what can we do to simplify the creation of virtual organizations.

We see three trends: a) the creation of individual communities in a peer-to-peer fashion

supported by what we propose as the ad hoc grids, b) the creation of project grids that are

sustained for a particular period of time to support a particular community process [12] c)

the creation of agglomerates based on former supercomputing centers to build integrated

compute centers for their members [18]

Extensive research has been conducted on ad hoc networks, an adaptive wireless com-

munication infrastructure between power-constrained devices [37]. However, in the context

of ad hoc grids, we focus on the grid structure, protocol, and control rather than the ad

hoc mobility of devices. Informally, ad hoc grids can be defined as a distributed computing

infrastructure offering structure-, technology-, and control-independent grid solutions.

Structural independence in an ad hoc grid reflects its ability to self-organize without

synchronous coordination between participating entities. Unlike traditional grid frameworks

with well known grid entry points, such as a Web page for grid account requests [18] or a
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central grid information index server for service discovery, an ad hoc grid does not have any

formal, well-defined, or pre-agreed entry points. Instead, peers can join an ad hoc grid as

long as they can discover another member participating in that grid. In other words, every

member of the ad hoc grid represents an entry point. Several mechanisms for discovering

peer entities in the absence of any centralized coordination have been researched by the

peer-to-peer community [38]. Ad hoc grids do not rely on any specific discovery mechanism

and can employ multiple solutions simultaneously to improve its efficiency in peer discovery.

Structural independence in ad hoc grids provide several benefits that are lacking in tradi-

tional grid frameworks. It avoids a single point of failure. By offering multiple entry points

to itself, the existence of ad hoc grids is not affected by the unavailability of any single or a

group of participants including the entity that established the ad hoc grid. It provides the

capability to the participating peers to establish grids and collaborations on-the-fly without

having to depend on any external infrastructure for assistance.

The enthusiasm within the grid community to provide sophisticated grid solutions have

yielded several grid technologies [22, 34, 35, 3, 13]. Lack of interoperability between these

technologies has resulted in an undesired partition within the grid user community. Although

satisfactory in several scenarios, such lack of compatibility cannot be accepted in an ad hoc

grid framework. It is impractical and restrictive for ad hoc collaborators to synchronously

agree-upon the use of a specific grid technology while establishing a grid on the fly. In

fact, enforcing such a requirement defeats the very principle of ad hoc grids. Technology

independence in an ad hoc grid reflects its ability to support diverse grid technologies and

protocols. Irrespective of the grid technology deployed on a resource, peers can seamlessly

collaborate in a sporadic environment, thereby supporting an ad hoc set of grid technologies.

Control independence in ad hoc grids reflects its ability to manage its security and usage

policies in the absence of a central controller. Due to its structural independence, peers in

an ad hoc grid cannot rely on external support for crucial services. Thus, the centralized

administrative services in traditional grids that are responsible for membership, access, and

usage control on grid resources are segregated to be hosted on every participating peer.
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Every entity in an ad hoc grid is responsible for maintaining and securing itself. Depending

on their individual policies, participants may allow universal access or restrict access to a

few trusted peers.

Thus, in an ad hoc grid framework, an entity becomes a part of the ad hoc grid as

long as it discovers another participating member. Participation in an ad hoc grid does

not neccesarily guarantee access privileges. Members of an ad hoc grid can access resources

for which they satisfy local policies enforced by the resource owner. Authorized members

supporting disparate grid technologies collaborate in a seamless manner, self-monitoring,

and self-enforcing their respective resources and service policies. A participant can join the

ad hoc grid as a service consumer or provider, thereby also referred as an ad hoc grid peer.

A service provider secures its own services and manages the access and usage permissions

for its contributed services [39]. Therefore, an ad hoc grid can also be classified as a peer-

to-peer (p2p) grid [29, 40, 41] that specifically focuses on the establishment of scalable

on-the-fly collaborations. We note that not all p2p grids can be termed as ad hoc grids.

For example, SETI@Home [14] is a p2p grid, whereby the idle clients connecting to the

central server also perform the actual work of processing the dispatched data. However, it

does not classify as an ad hoc grid due to the inherent absence of structural-, and control-

independence. SETI@home clients connect to a specific location-dependent server to obtain

their individual work units. If the central server fails, the clients cannot dynamically discover

another suitable server to continue operation. Further, there is a central control system

employed in the SETI@home p2p grid. The privilege of allocating work units is entitled only

to the central server. Clients cannot utilize resources contributed by other peers to execute

their own applications. The server, at its discretion, can dispel a client from the grid by not

allocating it further work units. Such structured principles do not conform to the ideology

adopted by the ad hoc grids.

1.6. Dissertation Overview

Grid computing has been identified as one of the foremost technologies of current times

[42, 43]. The increase in sophistication and advancement of existing grid environments are
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accompanied by parallel increments in the complexities and demands of high-end collabora-

tive applications. The continuous extension, advancement, and standardization of the of the

contemporary grid frameworks within the Global grid Forum [44] serves as a strong evidence.

Undoubtedly, ad hoc Grids is one such evolution of traditional grid frameworks that com-

prehensively supports a large class of next generation community-based applications. Ad

hoc grids are not meant to be a replacement to traditional frameworks. Rather, they serve

to compliment contemporary infrastructures in order to extend the overall applicability of

computational grids.

This dissertation discusses an architecture for the ad hoc grids. It systematically out-

lines the requirements of ad hoc grids and provides a suite of loosely-coupled components

that specifically address these requirements. Although each of the discussed component

frameworks can be applied towards any distributed computing environment, their design

and implementation as a part of this dissertation is specifically targeted to meet the de-

mands from ad hoc grids. Further, to enhance our understanding of ad hoc grid behavior

and performance, this dissertation also provides a global simulated analysis of ad hoc grids.

It defines the essential parameters associated with the ad hoc grid and studies its behavior

in correlation to them.

Chapter 2 describes the high-level ad hoc grid architecture proposed in this dissertation.

It provides a list of contributing component frameworks and the rationale for their selection

as a part of the overall ad hoc grid architecture.

Chapter 3 discusses the quality of service (QoS) framework associated with the ad hoc

grid architecture. It provides a formal design of each of the elements involved in the QoS

framework and offers a detailed explanation of their intended functionality. It also provides

an in-depth discussion of the implementation of the QoS framework.

Chapter 4 describes the ad hoc grid execution framework. It outlines and explains the

suite of elements that build the abstraction-based execution model. Further, it discusses

several grid execution patterns and shows the support for these patterns within the execution

framework.
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Chapter 5 outlines the trust and reputation model embedded in the proposed framework.

It depicts the important definitions and components of the trust model along with their usage

patterns.

Chapter 6 explains the ad hoc grid security framework. It discusses the autonomous

semantics of the authentication and authorization subsystems of the security framework.

Chapter 7 provides a detailed analysis of a simulated study of ad hoc grid frameworks.

It outlines the adopted simulation model and the underlying assumptions. It also discusses

various performance benchmarks of ad hoc grids with respect to changing environment pa-

rameters.

Chapter 8 summarizes this research. It also gives an outline of the broader impact of

this dissertation and provides the scope of future research.
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CHAPTER 2

INTEGRATED ARCHITECTURE

The principles of decentralization and self-regulation are of primary focus in an ad hoc

grid. Nonetheless, these objectives should not be accomplished at the expense of reduced

performance in terms of quality, availability, stability, reliability, and accountability. Hence,

the challenge in providing a suitable ad hoc grid infrastructure lies in optimally balancing

the two sets of mutually-conflicting requirements.

Figure 1. The ad hoc grid infrastructure consists of an asymmetric overlay of
several important frameworks such as QoS management framework, execution
framework, trust management framework, security framework, and community
management framework.

Figure 1 shows the ad hoc grid infrastructure proposed in this dissertation. It consists

of several asymmetrically overlaying frameworks, each of which addresses a specific aspect
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of ad hoc grid requirements and collectively provides a robust, reliable, and predictable ad

hoc grid solution.

2.1. QoS Management Framework

Quality of service (QoS) has long been studied in the traditional context of telecommu-

nications and digital multimedia. With the advent of several service-oriented architectures

(SOA) [44, 45], the QoS-problem has been re-visited in SOAs. In the SOA context, the

QoS-problem can be informally defined as the problem of specifying, negotiating, provid-

ing, monitoring, and measuring certain non-functional (qualified) aspects of the service that

inherently improve the utility-value of the service. These non-functional aspects of the ser-

vice, also known as its QoS parameters, are service-dependent and each service may have

its own set of QoS parameters. Some of the most relevant QoS parameters in SOA include

availability, reliability, security, safety, accuracy of operation, speed of operation, and failure

semantics [46].

In traditional grids, advanced high-end resources are contributed by collaborating or-

ganizations and hosting institutions. Availability and maintenance of these resources are

guaranteed by a dedicated group of trained individuals, whose primary goal is to adminis-

ter the grid. Such an explicit effort in ensuring grid availability implicitly results in high

quality grid services. The grid downtime due to maintenance activities is carefully planned

and timely notified to the grid participants well in advance. In contrast to traditional grids,

ad hoc grids do not support any such globally synchronized grid maintenance activities

that facilitate unhindered functioning of contributed grid resources. Nevertheless, real-world

applications demand guarantees in quality and reliability from the supporting grid infras-

tructure. Ad hoc grids, without the ability to guarantee predictable behaviors will fail to

support realistic applications. In order to improve the reliability and determinism in ad

hoc grids this dissertation proposes a high-level QoS management framework that enables

the participating peers to communicate, negotiate, and provide guaranteed levels of quality

between themselves.
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For example, assume that a grid consumer peer needs to execute some grid application

using the services offered by a grid service provider in an ad hoc grid. In the QoS framework,

the consumer knows the characteristics of the application and proposes its quality expec-

tations to the provider. The provider analyzes its service and resource capabilities, either

guaranteeing the requested QoS or counter-proposing the QoS according to its capabilities.

Both sides negotiate their quality parameters either accepting the available QoS or aborting

the transaction. Different types of quality requirements can be proposed including service

availability, service throughput, and service response time.

With such explicit quality assurances, the participants of ad hoc grids experience pre-

dictable performance subject to the negotiated QoS. This not only improves the reliability

of ad hoc grids but also assists in reducing the failure rate of applications due to unexpected

unavailability of resources. Another advantage of such a QoS framework is the reduction (or

elimination) of the “tragedy of the commons”, excessive consumption of a few reliable and

popular services resulting in its degraded performance [47]. By offering high quality assur-

ances to a few premium consumers, reliable services ensure that they do not over-commit

themselves causing a degradation in expected performance for premium clients due to its

excessive consumption by non-premium clients.

Several service-level QoS management frameworks have been outlined in literature [48,

49, 50, 51, 52]. However, neither of them operate under the assumptions ad hoc interactions,

dynamic service availability, and hostile collaborations. The QoS management framework

discussed in this dissertation specifically focuses on issues pertaining to QoS specification,

QoS negotiation, QoS provisioning, and QoS monitoring under these assumption.

2.2. Execution Framework

The rapid proliferation of of grids has resulted in the development of several grid tech-

nologies [22, 3, 34, 35, 13]. Each of these technologies offer some distinct functionalities and

cater to the requirements of specific applications. Thus, there is no single grid technology

that solves all grid-specific problems. In traditional grids, the functionality and the range of

supported grid applications are pre-selected making it easy to chose a particular technology
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or a set of technologies. On the other hand, the absence of any global scope in an ad hoc grid

makes it difficult to adopt a specific grid technology. Even if there exists a pre-defined set

of applications supported in an ad hoc grid, lack of global control would prohibit a specific

entity to impose any particular technology. In order to support a wide range (potentially

all) of existing and future grid technologies and protocols within the proposed ad hoc grid

infrastructure contains a generic grid abstraction-based execution framework.

The execution framework provides a generic interface between grid consumer applications

and grid provider services, irrespective of the grid technology adopted by them. It defines a

suite of basic and advanced abstraction elements. Grid consumer applications model their re-

quirements using these abstraction elements. The framework also supports various patterns

of grid execution that transform these abstract elements into technology-specific constructs

without requiring any changes in the application modeling. The same grid consumer appli-

cation interacting with a provider application using a specific technology can be made to

seamlessly interact with another provider application using a different technology, thereby

enabling a plug-n-play mechanism to integrate newly available grid technologies. Such an

abstract-to-technology mapping allows de-coupling between the grid application and the grid

technology development process.

2.3. Trust Management Framework

Trust is the foremost factor in the success of any social collaboration [53]. Multi-

organizational grid collaborations are no different. In traditional grids, virtual organizations

(VOs) are always formed between mutually trusted and non-hostile organizations. However,

once the VO is formed, it is assumed that trust relationships between organizations do not

change. Members of these VOs trust the administrative authority to ensure a trustworthy

environment by rigorously monitoring the grid and isolating malicious entities. In contrast

to traditional grids, the trust relationship between the participants of an ad hoc grid is

continuously changing and must be evaluated for every transaction. Without a dedicated

monitoring authority, every peer must monitor its own transactions and evaluate its success
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based on its individual expectations. This evaluation (feedback) of transactions plays an im-

portant role in selecting the same peer for other future transactions. To quantify these trust

relationships between collaborating entities and to deduce the global trust behavior from

localized individual perceptions, the proposed architecture embeds a trust and reputation

management framework.

Further, the proposed architecture integrates the trust management framework and the

QoS management framework. The QoS management framework provides the necessary mech-

anism to associate pre-established levels of quality with a particular transaction. However,

without an integrated trust scheme, it lacks the ability to take punitive actions against peers

that maliciously falsify their quality claims. With the integration of these frameworks, a

client that does not experience the assured quality from the server, assigns a negative trust

rating to the server, which further assists in deducing the global reputation of the server by

the community.

2.4. Security Framework

Security is one of the pillar-stones of any grid environment. Traditionally, grid security

focuses on mutual authentication between service consumers and providers [54]. Authoriza-

tion, is handled by the grid administrators at coarse-levels, whereby access is either granted

or denied. For ad hoc grids, such coarse-level authorization semantics fail to capture the

changing policies and trust relationships between participating entities. Further, the tradi-

tional semantics of formulating pre-established authorization policies cannot be supported

in ad hoc grids.

The security framework associated with ad hoc grids offers de-centralized mechanisms for

authentication and authorization. It autonomously allows every service provider to outline

individual policies dictating the rules of protection for the service. Consumers can seamlessly

access the offered services as long as they satisfy the individual restrictions imposed by the

providers. The security framework specifically focuses on the formulation, enforcement, and

protection of such autonomously generated security policies.
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2.5. Community Management Framework

As depicted in Figure 1, the ad hoc grid infrastructure also consists of the community

management framework. Although important to the overall ad hoc grid architecture, we

limit the scope of this dissertation and do not address them in detail. Instead, we utilize on

the results of existing research conducted by the Web and peer-to-peer (P2P) community in

this area.

Several ad hoc, distributed, and self-organizing community management frameworks have

been studied [55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. Significant research has also been conducted in the area of

distributed P2P lookup and discovery mechanisms [60, 61, 62, 63]. Any of these frameworks

or algorithms can be adopted for ad hoc grids. For this project, however, we build on top of

the capabilities offered by project JXTA [55], which is the most comprehensive framework

available yet. Jxta is a collection of open peer-to-peer protocols and services that allow any

device with a “network heartbeat” to autonomously communicate and collaborate with other

peers. It provides a mechanism to create virtual ad hoc collaborations without exposing any

of the underlying peer-to-peer protocol complexities. It enables the formation of a self-

organizing super-peer-based overlay network on the Internet. Jxta technology is primarily

based on the concept of “peer groups”. A peer group is a logical grouping of peers and

their associated services. A Jxta peer can seamlessly create, discover, and join peer groups

within the Jxta environment. It can also exchange application-pertinent information within

the scope of a joined group.

One of the key components of the Jxta technology is its distributed information and dis-

covery service. The Jxta discovery service enables an infrastructure to publish and discover

service advertisements using loosely coupled rendezvous nodes and distributed hash tables

[63]. A service advertisement provides all the functional and non-functional details about a

particular service contributed by the peer. A rendezvous node in the Jxta framework is a

special peer that maintains a cache of published advertisements. It assists normal peers to

exchange all group specific information such as the details of member peers and advertise-

ments for their contributed services. When a peer joins the ad hoc grid, it automatically
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seeks a rendezvous peer in that community. If no rendezvous peer is found, the new peer

itself becomes the rendezvous peer for that community, thereby relieving the need for any

pre-defined dedicated infrastructure. If its connection with the rendezvous peer fails or if

the rendezvous peer itself fails, the peer actively seeks connection with another rendezvous

peer. When member peers wish to publish an advertisement, they push it to their ren-

dezvous peers. The rendezvous peer caches this advertisement and may further push it to

additional rendezvous peers (as a fault tolerance mechanism) selected by the calculation of

a hash of the advertisement. Peers that wish to discover advertisements, query their corre-

sponding rendezvous peer. If the rendezvous peer contains the queried advertisement in its

cache, it honors the request. Otherwise, it will contact other known rendezvous peers in the

community to fulfill the request.

There are several other interesting features included in the Jxta technology. However,

for the purpose of this dissertation, we only utilize the Jxta peer group creation and the

distributed information service.

2.6. An Integrated Architecture

Figure 2 depicts the integrated ad hoc grid architecture combining all the components of

the QoS, execution, trust, security, and community management frameworks. It shows an

ad hoc grid community, hosting various distributed community services. The most relevant

among them are the distributed membership and information services. The membership

service enforces several distributed group admission-control schemes such as voting, pass-

words, certificates, and web of trust [64] allowing new users to join and existing users to

renew their grid membership. The information service employs schemes such as distributed

hash tables [60, 61, 62, 63] to offer grid-wide registry and lookup for grid services and their

capabilities. As discussed earlier, we assume the existence of the JXTA advertisement and

discovery service [63] in the described architecture.

Prior to joining the ad hoc grid, a peer configures its security manager with the security

credentials obtained using the security framework. It also specifies the control and usage

policies for each of the grid services contributed by it to the ad hoc grid. The membership
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Figure 2. An integrated ad hoc grid architecture showcasing the interactions
between the different constituent components.

manager of the peer extracts the credential information from the security manager while

acquiring the grid membership, using the community membership service. After becoming a

grid member, the information manager of the peer registers all its contributed grid services

with the community information service for use by other peers.

Grid members can asynchronously produce grid tasks that require consumption of grid

services offered by other peers in the Grid. Every task has a set of functional and non-

functional requirements. Functional requirements include application-specific capabilities

required by the task such as type of remote operating system and utility software support.

Non-functional requirements include QoS parameters such as minimum response time, max-

imum turnaround time, and data storage availability. grid tasks on the client system are
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handed to the resource broker for execution. The resource broker is the mediating agent,

controlling and regulating the interaction between different subsystems.

The broker queries the information manager to retrieve the list of grid services that are

coarsely capable of satisfying the execution request. For example, the broker can query the

information manager to retrieve all the available job execution grid services. On extracting

the set of available grid services for a given type, the broker hands these services along

with the functional requirements of the task to the matchmaker. The matchmaker maps

the functional requirements of the task with the functional capabilities of the services and

returns a filtered set of grid services that can satisfy the task requirement.

For each of the matched services, the broker invokes the trust manager to retrieve the

reputation-specific information of the given service. The trust manager of the client system

coordinates with the trust managers of other peers to extract this information. The broker

discards the services that fail to adhere to the reputation-specific requirements of the task.

For each of the remaining services, the broker invokes the QoS client negotiator to negoti-

ate the QoS requirements of the task with the remote grid service and its QoS manager. After

completing all successful negotiations, the broker selects one service that optimally satisfies

the reputation and QoS requirements of the task, performing a multivariate optimization. If

the task requires a set of grid services for its execution, an appropriate one-to-many mapping

is performed [65].

After binding the task to a specific grid service or a set of grid services, the broker hands

this mapping to the execution manager. The execution manager employs several abstract

grid execution patterns to execute the grid task using technology supported by the remote

grid service. On completion or failure of the task, the execution manager reports its feedback

regarding the QoS-compliance of the grid service to the trust manager to influence its future

decisions.

This scheme of interactions between different subsystems, depicts a modular architecture

design, enabling a loose-coupling between components. We can experiment with each of
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the components by replacing their implementations and modifying their algorithms without

affecting the functionality of the global framework.

2.7. Related Work

Even though grid computing approach and applications are an active area of research, an

open, self-adaptable, and self-monitoring ad hoc grid environment has gained little attention

from the grid research community. Nonetheless, we discuss some of the relevant distributed

infrastructures that share the philosophy of an open, adaptable, and instantly-deployable

collaborative environment.

In [66], the authors present the idea of a spontaneously deployed service-oriented ad

hoc grid. Co-operating heterogeneous resources form a logical community without any pre-

configured infrastructure. They focus on issues of dynamic host discovery, host property

assessment, and hot service deployment. A service consuming node can invoke any arbitrary

service in the ad hoc grid. Upon invocation, the ad hoc grid dynamically selects one of the

available grid nodes to host the invoked service. The host deploys the service onto itself at

runtime and provides the corresponding service to the service consumer.

The OurGrid project [67] enables a dynamic peer-to-peer community of users for sharing

computational power. The project exclusively supports the bag-of-task class of applications.

Further, it assumes resource availability on a best effort basis without any quality assurances.

It contains three key elements: the OurGrid peer, the MyGrid broker, and the SWAN

sandbox. Every individual administrative domain is represented as an OurGrid peer. This

peer is responsible for dynamically aggregating computational resources within an institute.

Every contributed resource hosts the SWAN sandbox to protect the resource from malicious

tasks. Peers that wish to submit bag-of-tasks use the MyGrid broker to discover and utilize

contributed resources on a best-effort basis.

The organic grid [68] is a biologically-inspired, decentralized agent-based approach to

dynamically collaborate across geographic boundaries. Strongly mobile agents encapsulate

the computation and behavior. These agents communicate with each other to extract the

global view of the dynamically changing, self-adaptive overlay system. The agents adopt
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biologically-inspired algorithms to autonomously schedule themselves on the available grid

resource maximizing the global resource utilization.

The ICENI grid middleware [69] offers a service-oriented architecture to dynamically

allow grid users to share services. The middleware allows service providers to dynamically

contribute services and enables service consumers to discover and consume ad hoc services.

It focuses on the abstraction of the core components of the architecture such that multiple

implementations can be seamlessly located beneath them.

The above-mentioned systems address particular aspects of a dynamic ad hoc grid envi-

ronment rather than offering a comprehensive ad hoc grid solution. They either address the

problem of dynamic service deployment, distributed task execution, or adaptive scheduling.

None of the described systems offer a comprehensive grid solution that can be capable of

supporting sophisticated collaborative applications with realistic requirements and demands.

They do not address issues of deterministic quality provisions, cross technology support,

dynamically evolving trust management, or autonomous security enforcement. The archi-

tecture described in this dissertation addresses all aspects of ad hoc grids that is required to

systematically support complex main-stream collaborative applications.
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CHAPTER 3

QUALITY OF SERVICE FRAMEWORK

Ad hoc grids are a significant evolution of the traditional grid computing approach

that focuses on the spontaneity of grid establishment and collaborations [36]. Irrespec-

tive of their geographic distributions and organizational affiliations, participants of an ad

hoc grid can form dynamic collaborations on-the-fly without requiring any pre-established

environments or policies. Ad hoc grids differ from traditional grids in their assumptions for

trust-relationship, control-management, and technology-support. The traditional grid ap-

proach enables wide-scale resource sharing between mutually collaborating participants. A

pre-established central grid management authority is responsible for defining the grid poli-

cies, selecting a grid technology, installing grid services, granting usage authorization, and

monitoring the grid usage. In contrast, ad hoc grids offer a dynamically defined, loosely

coupled, autonomous, and self-organizing grid environment. Rather than supporting a cen-

tral management authority, ad hoc grids adhere to a distributed community controlled grid

environment where participating members are responsible for managing and autonomously

controlling their own policies and services. Any participant can join the ad hoc grid as long

as the community grants appropriate membership privileges. Thus, ad hoc grids facilitate

collaborations between “all” potentially interested participants, including mutually collabo-

rative entities that may not be members of virtual organizations as is the case in traditional

grids. A participant can join the ad hoc grid as a service consumer or provider, thereby also

referred as an ad hoc grid peer.

Since ad hoc grids are required to operate in dynamic and transient environments, it can

be justifiably argued that they have to deal with the sporadic nature of behavioral patterns

subjected by the infrastructure and their participants [70]. Ad hoc grid services are not

maintained with a goal of global optimization. Hence, it is difficult to predict and analyze
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the availability, reliability, and quality of participating services. For example, consider a

transaction between a service consumer and a service provider. Since the providers do not

adhere to any global optimization policies, they can withdraw from the transaction at a

time of their convenience and cause consumer tasks to fail. Such a lack of reliability in

randomly available services prohibit ad hoc grids to become a mainstream technology like

its traditional counterpart.

In order to make the service availability more predictable and improve the reliability

of ad hoc grids, it is important for peers to employ deterministic quality assurance mech-

anisms. Quality of service (QoS) models for service reservation and quality specification

assists the service consumers to make deterministic assessments regarding the behavior of

ad hoc grids. Further, being an open framework, it is possible for an ad hoc grid to host

several services that offer redundant grid functionality to enable over-provisioning. In such

scenarios, it is important to have a mechanism that allows the service consumers to scope

these services based on their quality offerings and consume the services that best matches

their requirements. Hence, an ad hoc grid with appropriate quality augmentations provides

an open, adaptive, and self-managing environment without compromising on the availability

and reliability of offered services.

3.1. QoS Model

Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture design involving all the building components

of the QoS framework. The QoS framework assumes a service-oriented environment, where

resources are contributed and consumed as services. However, no assumptions are made

with respect to the technology or implementation details of these services. In the rest of this

section, we discuss the role and responsibility of each of the constituent component towards

assuring a high-quality grid environment.

The community management layer is a foundation that provides a base for the ad hoc

grid peers to establish grid communities on-the-fly. Essential functionality required from this

framework is to allow peers to form an ad hoc grid, advertise the existence of an ad hoc grid,

discover other existing ad hoc grids, and acquire membership to an ad hoc grid.
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Figure 1. The Ad Hoc Grid Quality of Service Framework [71]

The distributed information service is another core component of the QoS framework. An

efficient information management system is fundamental not only to ad hoc grids, but to any

traditional grid system. The information management system represents a distributed service

registry where peers that contribute services to the grid can register their service descrip-

tion and availability. Likewise, consumer peers can extract the description and availability

information from the distributed registry. Ad hoc grids may host several services belonging

to the same functional class. For example, an ad hoc grid might host several job execution

services or several data storage services. Under such circumstances, a mere description of

the functional characteristics of the service does not differentiate it from other services in

the same class. However, a service differentiation scheme is important for providers to better

advertise and market their services. Likewise, it is important for the consumers to select tar-

get services that best satisfies their requirements. The service differentiation scheme in this

dissertation is based on the quality assurances given by a service provider. Thus, it allows

service consumers to make fine-grained service selections as per their quality requirements.
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A service description is composed of its functional and quality descriptions. While the func-

tional description of a service is static, its quality offerings change dynamically. Hence, the

information management framework allows service providers to regularly update the system

with an up-to-date snapshot of their quality offerings.

Formally, we denote f as a generic functional class. Examples of a functional class may

include job execution, data storage, file transfer, and workflow. We define a consumer task

t(f
′
, q

′
) with functionality requirements f

′
of a functional class f and quality requirements q

′
.

We also define an ad hoc grid service s(f
′′
, q

′′
) supporting functional class f with functional

capability f
′′

and quality offering q
′′
. An information service S =

⋃n
i=1 si, is a collection of all

the available services in the ad hoc grid. Let Sf ′ =
⋃m

i=1 si be a set of grid services registered

by the information service, where Sf ′ ⊆ S and for all si(f
′′
i , q

′′
i ) ∈ Sf ′ , f

′ ≤ f
′′
. Here, ≤

represents the “satisfies” relationship. Hence, f
′ ≤ f

′′
denotes that functional requirements

f
′

are satisfied by the functional capabilities f
′′
. Likewise, Sq′ =

⋃o
i=1 si is a set of grid

services registered by the information service, where Sq′ ⊆ S and for all si(f
′′
i , q

′′
i ) ∈ Sq′ , q

′ ≤

q
′′
.

Using the information system along with the functional and quality scoping of services,

consumers can manually select services to accomplish their tasks. Performing manual task-

to-service binding, even in isolated tasks with simple quality requirements can consume

considerable amounts of resources. Such manual service selection is characterized by the error

in human judgment. Sophisticated execution flows with complex control dependencies and

quality requirements make it impractical to manually perform the service binding for each

task. Therefore, to streamline the task execution and service invocation process we integrate

an autonomous quality-aware service brokering system. A service broker is an autonomous

agent local to every consumer. The service consumer delegates all its task executions to its

local broker which is responsible for matching the task to the most qualified service available

in the grid. If t(f
′
, q

′
) is a task to be executed on the grid, the service broker is defined as

B = {t ≡ sj, where sj ∈ {Sf ′ ∩ Sq′}}. Here, ≡ denotes a successful match relationship. We

further expand our quality-scoped brokering model to make intelligent service selections in
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scenarios where a task can be successfully matched to multiple candidate services. We know

that {Sf ′ ∩ Sq′} represents the set of services that can be successfully matched to a task

t(f
′
, q

′
). Let this set of candidate services be denoted as Scandidate = {Sf ′ ∩ Sq′}. Rather

than matching the task with any randomly selected service sj ∈ Scandidate, the brokering

framework makes a qualified service selection. We augment the definition of a successful

match between a task and a service from t ≡ sj to t ≡mj sj, where m denotes the goodness

or quality of the match. The policy for evaluating the goodness of the match can either

be predefined by the user or extracted dynamically from every task based on the proximity

between the quality requirements of the task and quality offerings of the service. In the event

of multiple successful matches, the broker adopts the following logic: t ≡mj sj, where sj ∈

Scandidate and mj = |M |max for M =
⋃n

i=1 mi. With the extended brokering model, we

further enhance the quality of adhoc grid interactions because tasks not only bind to a

qualified service that satisfies their needs, but they bind to a service that “best” satisfies

their needs.

The execution framework is responsible for providing a dynamic plug-n-play invocation

mechanism allowing consumers to utilize services offered by the providers. An ad hoc grid

imposes no restrictions on the use of any grid technology [22, 3, 35, 34]. Peers can contribute

services supporting any functional class and may be implemented in a technology of their

convenience. Intuitively, consumers invoking services implemented in a specific technology

would also be required to support that technology and formulate their tasks specification in

context to that technology. However, it is impractical for consumers to keep updating their

task requirements and specification dependent on the service implementation adopted by the

providers. Closely binding the consumer task specification with the service implementation

provides a rigid, inflexible, and non-scalable architecture. We decouple the task specification

process from the service implementation- and technology-dependent details by adopting an

abstraction-based “task-provider” execution paradigm [72, 73]. Although a detailed descrip-

tion of the execution framework is presented in Chapter 4, a brief overview of the execution

model is discussed here for completeness. The functional requirements f
′

of any ad hoc
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grid task t represents an abstract set of requirements independent of any technology-specific

details. For example, if the consumer task is to execute some remote job, its functional

requirements f
′

can be supplied as the following abstract specification: executable name,

executable path, input arguments, environmental variables, and input files. We note that this

specification contains no implementation-specific details such as the “execution universe” in

case of Condor [3] jobs or “gass server” details in the case of Globus [22] jobs.

In order to provide a formal model of the execution framework, we extend our previous

definition of an ad hoc grid service from s(f
′′
, q

′′
) to s(f

′′
, q

′′
, i) where i denotes the service

implementation technology. An implementation provider p(i, f) is a client-side component

to invoke any service s(f
′′
, q

′′
, i) of functional class f . For example, a service supporting

the remote job execution class (fexecution) implemented in Globus v4 (gt4) technology is

represented as s(f
′′
execution, q

′′
, gt4). An implementation provider for this service, represented

as p(gt4, fexecution) is a client component that is capable of understanding the protocol-

specific semantics of the GT4 job execution service. Thus, given a task t(f
′
, q

′
) and service

s(f
′′
, q

′′
, i), the provider extracts the technology-independent functional specification f

′
and

translates it into implementation i specific constructs understood by the corresponding ser-

vice s to invoke f
′′
. A consumer x hosts a set of implementation translators Px =

⋃n
i=1 pi. A

consumer is capable of invoking a service s(f
′′
, q

′′
, i) ⇐⇒ ∃p(i, f) and p(i, f) ∈ Px. Hence,

the execution framework supports any service with arbitrary functional class implemented in

any technology provided there exists a suitable implementation provider available for it. Ev-

ery service description points to an appropriate Internet location to access the corresponding

provider. During the invocation of a service, the consumer extracts the provider from the

recommended location if it is not already available in the set P hosted on the consumer.

The brokering framework offers a mechanism to bind a task t to some service s ∈ {Sf ′′ ∩

Sq′′} such that the quality requirements are satisfied by the offerings. However, even though

the service is capable of offering a specific level of quality q
′′
, the actual quality provided

to the consumer may not necessarily be the same. Let q
′′
p be the actual quality provided to

the consumer by the service s with a maximum quality offering q
′′
. It may be possible for
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a set of independent tasks T =
⋃n

i=1 ti belonging to different consumers to invoke a service

s(f
′′
, q

′′
, i) at the same time. If every task ti(f

′
i , q

′
i) ∈ T has the same priority, they are each

provided a quality q
′′
p = q

′′

n
. Since q

′′
p < q

′′
, it may be possible that q

′ 6≤ q
′′
p , where 6≤ implies

the “does not satisfy” relationship. Such undeterministic quality provisions dependent on

the synchronous usage pattern of ad hoc peers reduces the overall reliability and quality of

ad hoc grids. Therefore, to improve the reliability of the quality of a service and to make

it independent of the service demand, we modify the execution model to explicitly extract

quality provisioning assurances prior to the service invocation. In other words, a provider

makes a “deterministic guarantee” to the consumer with respect to the value of q
′′
p prior

to its invocation. These guarantees are implemented and offered by a suitable reservation

scheme. A consumer can reserve a service for itself giving that consumer exclusive usage

privileges for the duration of the reservation.

We augment our previous definition of a task from t(f
′
, q

′
) to t(f

′
, q

′
, r), where r rep-

resents a finite time-based reservation for exclusive service usage. A service reservation r

can be further classified as an “elastic” reservation re or a “fixed” reservation rf . An elastic

reservation simply specifies the duration of the requested service usage whereas the fixed

service reservation specifies the exact start time and end time of the service usage. Thus,

if the consumer wishes to invoke a service for a given duration independent of the starting

time, it specifies its requirements as an elastic reservation. On the other hand, if the service

usage is tightly bound to some specific date and time, a fixed reservation should be used.

Prior to invoking a service s(f
′′
, q

′′
, i), the consumer is responsible for negotiating the usage

rights of the service as per the reservation requirements r of the task. For an elastic reser-

vation, the service provider has the flexibility to decide an appropriate start time for the

service invocation by the consumer. On the other hand, in a fixed reservation requirement

the start time for the service invocation is determined by the consumer. If both peers are in

agreement with the service usage parameters, they form a reservation agreement, also known

as a service level agreement [49]. A reservation agreement is an enforceable obligation on
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the part of the service provider to ensure that the consumer receives the expected service

quality, q
′′
p = q

′′
.

It can be seen that the discussed framework offers enhanced quality assurances at dif-

ferent levels of grid interactions including information exchange, resource brokering, service

reservation, and service invocation. As discussed earlier, such deterministic quality assur-

ances allows grid applications to focus on dynamic and adaptive application requirements

without any compromise in grid availability, reliability, and quality.

Figure 2. Communication semantics between the different components of
the QoS management framework [71]

Figure 2 summarizes the inter-component communication semantics within the QoS

framework. The consumer formulates a task t(f
′
, q

′
, r) and delegates it to the quality-aware

broker. The broker interacts with the information management services to get Scandidate for

the task. Based on its policy, the broker selects the best service s ∈ Scandidate to match the

task t. The task is bound to the selected service and delegated to the execution framework.

The execution framework negotiates the reservation agreement with the service provider.
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On reaching a mutually-acceptable agreement, the execution framework invokes the service

within the scope of the agreement. The result of the service invocation is appropriately

communicated back to the consumer.

Figure 3. The ad hoc grid desktop

3.2. Use-case

In order to validate the formal model discussed in Section 3.1, we have implemented an ad

hoc grid prototype that complies with the discussed model. In this Section, we will showcase

the utility and functionality of our prototype with reference to a real world collaborative

application. As our reference use case, we have selected the “grid market” application,

briefly discussed in Chapter 1.

A grid market is an electronic trading environment that allows its participating members

to trade grid resources (computation cycles, storage capacity, and specialized services) as

commodities. Resource providers advertise and sell their grid products to potential buyers

that are willing to pay for the commodity based on its utility to them. Additionally, the

market may support middlemen brokers that buy bulk commodities from the sellers and
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resell them to users at various tariff plans. The above-mentioned model of grid collabora-

tion has been an active area of research within the grid community [74, 28, 75]. Recent

announcement by Sun Microsystems Inc. [76] to offer an online trading platform for stor-

age and computational cycles provide additional evidence validating the usefulness of grid

markets.

Figure 4. User interface for creating ad hoc grid groups

In our example, sellers can offer any grid resource wrapped as a service. For example,

computational cycles can be traded as an execution service. Similarly, storage capacity can

be offered as a storage management service. Resource providers have a personal objective

to maximize their monetary profits. On the other hand, consumers desire to minimize their

expenditure while maximizing their returns on investment. Due to their conflicting goals,

sellers and buyers rarely trust each other, making grid markets an untrusted and potentially

hostile environment. Since members adhere to their personal agendas, they do no trust any

pre-established administrative body to control and manage their resources, thereby requiring

the control-independence of ad hoc grids. Further, the duration and timing of a member
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activity is unpredictable and autonomously controlled by the market member. Thus, the

market cannot assume the existence or availability of any individual or group of individuals

to provide key infrastructural services, thereby requiring the structure-independence of ad

hoc grids. Finally, grid markets impose no restrictions on the technologies used for imple-

menting the offered services. A buyer should be able to access a grid resource independent of

the implementation technology of the encapsulating service. For example, a buyer should be

able to consume computational cycles irrespective of whether they are offered as a Globus

[22] service or Condor [77] service. This characteristics of grid markets benefit from the

technology-independence of ad hoc grids. The rest of this Section describes how our proto-

type implementation of ad hoc grids can facilitate users to create grid markets on the fly

and trade grid resources within such markets.

Figure 5. User interface for discovering existing ad hoc grid groups

Using the prototype implementation, henceforth referred to as the ad hoc grid desktop

(see Figure 3), the market user can create a new market group or join an existing group.

A market group is a logical partitioning of the market users based on some user-defined
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Figure 6. User interface for joining existing ad hoc grid groups

criteria. For example, there may exist a group explicitly formed to trade in computation

cycles. However, there may also exist another group solely dedicated to support members of

a particular organization or project. Thus, users can be members of more than one group

based on their interests and desired functionality. The user is free to associate itself to any

group at will as long as it satisfies the group membership policies. Lets assume that a user

named “amin” wants to create a new market group solely dedicated for the members of the

Java CoG Kit project. Figure 4 shows the user interface that allows “amin” to create a

password protected group, named “cog-group”. Once a group is created, it is registered with

a distributed discovery service using Jxta-specific protocols. Let “mikler” and “gregor” be

two additional members of the Java CoG Kit project who want to join the newly created

“cog-group” as service providers. To join the group, these users have to first discover it.

Figure 5 shows the interface to allow the users to query the distributed registration and

discovery service for existing groups. The group discovery interface provides all the details

of discovered groups including the unique “group-id”. Once the user identifies a group of
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interest, it can join the group by supplying the unique “group-id” (see Figure 6) obtained

from the service discovery interface. Once the user joins a market group, the ad hoc grid

desktop provides facilities for group-wide communication, presence management, and service

trading as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. User interface for intra-group communication and presence management

Listing 3.1

[
Name = ‘‘org.cog.execution.service ’’;
Type = ‘‘Provider ’’;
Class = ‘‘Execution Service ’’;
OS = ‘‘Linux ’’;
Arch = ‘‘Intel ’’;
CpuGHz = 3.4;
MemoryMB = 512;
Requirements =

Other.Type == ‘‘Consumer ’’ &&
Other.Class == ‘‘Execution Service ’’;

Rank = Self.MemoryMB -Other.MemoryMB;
]
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In order to trade services, providers and consumers need to express their service-quality

offerings and requirements respectively. To provide an elegant quality description language

that is expressive for peers to depict their quality characteristics yet formal to allow its

unambiguous evaluation, we use the ClassAd (Classified Advertisement) language [78].

Listing 3.2

[
Name = ‘‘org.cog.execution.task ’’;
Type = ‘‘Consumer ’’;
Class = ‘‘Execution Service ’’;
MemoryMB = 50;
Requirements =

Other.Type == ‘‘Provider ’’ &&
Other.Class == ‘‘Execution Service ’’ &&
Other.CpuGHz > 2 &&
Self.MemoryMB < Other.MemoryMB;

Rank = Other.CpuGHz *1000 + Other.MemoryMB;
]

The ClassAd language is a functional language with its basic unit being an expression.

A ClassAd is a set of name/value pairs where every value may be an arbitrarily complex

expression, including nested record expression and list of expression. The ClassAd language

is a comprehensive system in itself and its complete analysis is beyond the scope of this

dissertation. For a deeper understanding of its semantics, the reader is directed to [78]. List-

ing 3.1 shows a sample quality description from a provider describing the quality offering of a

service named “org.cog.execution.service”. It shows the various quality attributes provided

by this service such as processor speed, available memory, supporting operating system, and

hardware architecture. It also contains a “Requirements” attribute expressing the quality

requirements of this service. Further, the “Rank” attribute specifies the provider policy in

evaluating the goodness of tasks it is willing to process. In this example, it implies that tasks

with lower memory requirements get better ranking. Listing 3.2 shows the sample quality

requirements from a service consumer highlighting its requirements and ranking policy. The

Listings show that the consumer is only willing to access services that offer a processing
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speed of more than 2 GHz and can support its memory requirements. Further, the con-

sumer ranking policy attributes more weightage to services that have a better combination

of processor speed and memory.

Listing 3.3

ServiceAdvertisement :
PeerName : mikler@cogkit.org
ServiceName : org.cog.execution.service
Class : execution
ServiceContact : hot.anl.gov
ServiceTechnology : GT4
Keywords : Java CoG Kit
Description : Java CoG Kit GT4 execution service
ClassAd : [

Name = ‘‘org.cog.execution.service ’’;
Type = ‘‘Provider ’’;
Class = ‘‘Execution Service ’’;
OS = ‘‘Linux ’’;
Arch = ‘‘Intel ’’;
CpuGHz = 3.4;
MemoryMB = 512;
Requirements =

Other.Type == ‘‘Consumer ’’ &&
Other.Class == ‘‘Execution Service ’’;

Rank = Self.MemoryMB -Other.MemoryMB;
]

Every service offered in the grid market (ad hoc grid) has an associated service adver-

tisement. This advertisement encapsulates all relevant information of that service such as its

name, functional class, service contact, functional description, quality description (ClassAd),

and an implementation technology. The service contact represents the service endpoint to be

used for communication with the service. Listing 3.3 shows an advertisement representing a

Globus Toolkit v4.0 (GT4) job execution service offered by provider “mikler”.

Returning to our grid market use case, lets assume that the provider “mikler” registers a

contributed execution service with an advertisement as shown in Listings 3.3. Figure 8 shows

the user interface for registering services with the distributed information service. Service

consumers can discover advertised services using the ad hoc grid desktop discovery service

as shown in Figure 9. Lets assume that provider “gregor” has also advertised an execution
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Figure 8. User interface for advertising contributed grid services

Figure 9. User interface for discovering advertised services within the group
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Figure 10. User interface for consuming grid services in direct-mode. The
consumer is responsible for providing the service contact and technology im-
plementation details.

service within the “cog-group”. Further, the consumer “amin” has discovered service adver-

tisements from providers “mikler” and “gregor” respectively and desires to invoke a service

that best suits its requirements. At this point “amin” can choose between two modes of

service consumption. In the first mode, also called as direct-mode, the consumer manually

evaluates the utility of the remote service based on its quality advertisements, pricing, and

functional capabilities. In other words, the consumer manually chooses the service to invoke

based on the information available to it. As shown in Figure 10, the consumer provides

the task specification and all other service-specific details to consume a service, such as a

service contact and technology implementation. Additionally, as shown in Figure 11, the

consumer has the capability to make immediate and advance service reservation to obtain

exclusive uninterrupted access to the remote service. We note that not all services support

exclusive reservations. The ad hoc grid desktop attempts to access the reservation interface

of the remote service. If this attempt fails, it implies that reservation is not supported by
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Figure 11. User interface for making immediate and advance service reser-
vation. The consumer supplies the start and end dates for the reservations. If
the provider accepts the reservation, it returns a reservation agreement.

the remote service. If reservation is successful, then the remote service returns a reservation

agreement which can be used by the consumer during service invocations. In the context of

the grid market, the consumer would be charged for the duration of the reservation, even

if the service was not fully consumed for the entire reserved period. This would prevent

consumers from making arbitrarily lengthy service reservations.

The second mode of task submission, referred as the broker-mode, is a more flexible mode

of task submission allowing the service broker to perform the task-to-service binding. As

shown in Figure 12, the consumer only provides the generic task specification and its quality

requirements (ClassAd) without any knowledge of the target service. The broker, interacts

with the distributed information service and extracts a list of services whose quality offerings

(ClassAd) match the quality requirements (ClassAd) of the task. Two ClassAds are said to

match each other if the “Requirements” attribute in both ClassAds evaluate to true in the

context of the other ClassAd. Further, the brokering component grades every task-to-service
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Figure 12. User interface for consuming remote services in the broker-mode.
The consumer simply provides the quality requirements (ClassAds), leaving it
unto the quality-aware broker to match it with the best available service in
the group.

match based on the “Rank” criteria specified in the task ClassAd. A successful match with

the best ranking is handed to the execution framework for remote service invocation.

Thus, it can be seen that the ad hoc grid desktop provides the consumer enough flexibility

to chose between control and accuracy. In the direct-mode, the consumer has total control

in terms of selecting the remote service. Nonetheless, this approach is characterized by the

errors associated with human judgment. On the other hand, the broker-mode, provides no

control to the consumer in terms of service selection. However, it automates the selection

process to retrieve the best suitable service for the given task. Even though this Section

describes the functionality of the ad hoc grid desktop with context to the grid market use case,

the desktop itself can be utilized in any collaborative application that exhibits characteristics

similar to the grid market.
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3.3. Related Work

QoS management in grid computing aims to provide assurances for accessing resources

while maintaining the security level between domains. This section describes some of the

most relevant grid QoS management frameworks.

The General-purpose Architecture for Reservation and Allocation (GARA) [48] is the

most well known framework for supporting QoS in the context of computational grids.

GARA provides programmers with the capability to specify end-to-end QoS requirements.

It provides advance reservations with uniform treatment of various types of resources such

as network, computation, and storage. GARA’s reservation is aimed to provide a guarantee

that the client or application initiating the reservation will receive a specific QoS from the

resource manager. GARA also provides an application programming interface to manipu-

late reservation requests, such as create, modify, bind, and cancel. GARA uses the Dynamic

Soft Real-time (DSRT) scheduler [51] as the underlying resource manager for computational

resources. Although GARA offers a comprehensive grid reservation solution, it cannot be

easily applied to ad hoc grids. GARA was designed and implemented for traditional grid

architectures, thus its reliance on a central reservation service and resource manager. The

GARA system was designed to control multiple resource types (computational and network)

using a single resource manager service. Deploying GARA resource managers for every

service contributed in the ad hoc grid results in an extremely heavy-weight solution, not

necessarily desired by ad hoc grids. Further, GARA only supports the Globus technology

making it a technology-dependent solution, thereby impractical for ad hoc grids.

The Virtual Application Service (VAS) [79] is an extended grid service with additional

interfaces for negotiation of QoS level and service demands. The key objective of VAS is to

facilitate the execution of real-time services which have very specific deadline constraints. A

client submits a request to VAS for advance or immediate reservation of a service, supplying

only time constraints. The system has metadata consisting of application information and

application modeling information associated with every service, allowing the framework to

compute the feasibly of fulfilling the client’s request under such time constraints. From this
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metadata (such as execution time and hardware resource information) the system deter-

mines the computational (CPU) resources required to support the request and subsequently

undertakes CPU slot reservation. A service level agreement is then presented to the user. Al-

though, the VAS system offers several functionality required by ad hoc grids, it is restricted

to services offering computational resources. For ad hoc grids, we require a much more

flexible solution that enables the service reservation functionality for any arbitrary service

irrespective of its functional class or implementation technology.

The Service Negotiation and Acquisition Protocol (SNAP) [49] proposes a resource man-

agement model for negotiating resources in distributed systems such as grids. SNAP defines

three types of SLAs that coordinate management across a desired resource set and can be

used to describe a complex service requirement in a distributed environment. Resource in-

teractions are mapped to well defined and platform-independent SLAs. The SNAP protocol

manages resources across different administrative domains via three types of SLAs: Task

SLA (TSLA), Resource SLA (RSLA) and Bind SLA (BSLA). The TSLA describes the task

that needs to be executed, the RSLA describes the resources needed to accomplish this

task, while the BSLA provides an association between the resources from the RSLA and the

application ‘task’ in the TSLA. The SNAP protocol necessitates the existence of a central

resource management entity that can provide guarantees on the resource capability.

Grid Quality-of-Service Management (GQoSM) is another popular framework to support

QoS management in computational grids [80, 81]. One of the key component of the GQoSM

framework is the GQoSM service. The GQoSM service provides QoS functionalities such

as negotiation, reservation, and resource allocation with certain quality levels. Each QoS-

enabled grid resource is accessed through a GQoSM service. It publishes itself to a central

registry service, allowing clients and QoS brokers to discover the existence of the different

GQoSM services. The GQoSM service primarily performs two functions: resource reserva-

tion and resource allocation. When a reservation request is received, the GQoSM service

undertakes an admission control to check the feasibility of granting such a request. This

feasibility check is undertaken by the reservation manager. If such a reservation is possible,
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the requested resources are reserved, the reservation table is updated, and an agreement

consisting of the reservation specification is generated and returned to the client. On the

other hand, when a resource allocation request is received, the GQoSM service verifies that

the user has indeed made a reservation based on the supplied agreement. If this test is suc-

cessful, then the GQoSM service submits the specification of the job to be executed, along

with its reservation agreement to the appropriate execution manager, such as the Globus

Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) [82] on that particular grid resource. The GQoSM

system is a significant improvement over the GARA system. However, in context of ad hoc

grids, it suffers from the same shortcomings as that of GARA. Its reliance on a specific

pre-determined reservation service prohibits its use in a structure-independent ad hoc grid

framework.

Although each of the systems described above provide a grid QoS management frame-

work, they cannot be easily adapted for an ad hoc grid solution. They do not address

the structure-, control-, and technology-independent requirements of ad hoc grids. These

systems require a centralized information system for service registry and discovery, thereby

relying on pre-established location-specific entities. Further, these systems focus on the se-

mantics and implementation details of service reservation and acquisition via service level

agreements. On the other hand, this dissertation focuses on the broader requirement of

dynamic QoS specification, advertisement, and Qos-aware resource matching for a dynamic

and autonomous ad hoc grid community.
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CHAPTER 4

ABSTRACTION-BASED EXECUTION FRAMEWORK

Intuitively, it should be sufficient for grid applications to directly invoke grid services and

employ their functionality. However, applications developed with such a two-layered model

are severely restricted in their adaptability, extensibility, and stability for several reasons.

First, grid protocols and services are not standardized yet. Hence, integrating grid proto-

cols within applications increases their maintenance because of continuous changes in the

“evolving” grid standards. Second, changes in the grid computing models [83, 45, 84] can

render applications using a particular technology obsolete. Third, incorporating advanced

grid semantics and implementation dependencies directly within the applications can intro-

duce unnecessary complexities, thereby shifting the focus from its primary commercial or

scientific objective. Hence, there is an uncontested need for an additional layer bridging the

grid services layer (such as provided by the Globus Toolkit [22]) and the application layer

(see Figure 1). This intermediate layer represents application development frameworks such

as the Java Commodity Grid (CoG) Kit [85]. We refer to this layer as the grid abstraction

layer [2, 72].

The grid abstraction layer offers high-level abstractions to grid applications, shielding

them from the technical and semantic complexities of various grid implementations [84,

22, 86, 34, 3]. The grid abstraction layer can conveniently adapt to potential changes and

enhancements to grid protocols and the grid architecture without reflecting them in the

offered abstractions. As a result, applications developed with such abstractions do not have

to be actively maintained or updated to become compatible with developing grid technologies

[45, 87], thereby providing long-term investment protection. Such an abstraction-based grid

middleware is extremely important for ad hoc grids that support the integration of loosely-

coupled services implemented with a variety of available technologies.
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Figure 1. The grid middleware layer decouples the application development
process and the grid service development process [73]

This Chapter describes the design and implementation of the grid abstractions developed

to support technology- and protocol-interoperability within ad hoc grids. It outlines the key

components of the abstractions and describes the important patterns in the abstraction-based

execution framework. The grid abstractions also provides pluggable functionality extensions,

allowing the ad hoc grid community to incrementally interface to new grid middleware once

they become available, and to develop new abstractions if desired. Although the abstractions

framework discussed in this dissertation was explicitly designed to meet the technology-

independent requirements of ad hoc grids, it can be seen that it benefits can also be utilized

in traditional grid environments.

4.1. Grid Abstractions

The grid abstractions developed in this dissertation have been designed with a top-down

approach [88, 89, 90]. Rather than exposing the complex grid functionality to an application

in a non-intuitive fashion, it outlines the most general and basic functionalities desired by

a number of applications and provides the appropriate interfaces. With this approach, ap-

plications do not have to be penalized for limitations in the existing grid implementations.
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Instead, the approach decouples the application development and the grid development pro-

cesses.

Task

At the core of the abstraction model is the notion of a task. A grid task is an atomic unit

of execution in the abstraction model. It represents a generic grid functionality including

remote job execution, file transfer request, file operation, or information query. It has a

unique identity, name, execution status, specification, and a set of associated services for

remote execution.

Figure 2. State transition diagram of the task and task graph status [73]

The task identity helps in uniquely representing the task across the grid. The grid task

has an associated specification that dictates the objective of the task and the environment

required to achieve the objective. The generalized specification can be further extended for

common grid tasks such as remote job execution, file transfer, and information query.

A grid task also contains a set of grid services that enable the remote execution of the

task. For example, a job submission task contains a remote job execution service that will
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ultimately enable the execution of the task. Likewise, the file transfer task contains a source

file server and a destination file server as its supporting services.

The task status reports the progress of the task execution, allowing the application to

monitor its execution. The task can be in any one of the following states: unsubmitted,

submitted, active, suspended, canceled, failed, or completed. Figure 2 shows the state

transition diagram of the task status in the abstraction model.

Service

A grid task has a set of remote services that support the actual execution of the task.

The service element is a local representation of the remote grid service encapsulating the

service contact, security context, and the technology provider attribute.

The service contact of the service represents the location-specific endpoint address of the

service that will be used to execute the given task. For example, if this task is a job execution

task, then the service contact represents the network location of a job execution service. The

security context of the service is a security credential used to authenticate the task to the

backend grid service. Grid implementations may use different security mechanisms. Thus,

the security abstraction in the framework represents a generalized credential container that

can be cast to a specialized representation relevant to a particular grid implementation.

A service has a provider attribute that specifies the technology and protocol supported

by that service. The protocol provider attribute plays a key role in translating the abstract

task elements into protocol-specific constructs. For example, an application can formulate

an abstract grid task and assign to it a service with “GT2” provider, implying that it

is to be executed with a Globus Toolkit v2 (GT2) service. The task specification is then

translated into GT2 protocol-specific constructs and executed accordingly. For the same task

to be executed with a Globus Toolkit v4 (GT4) service or a Unicore service, the application

merely needs to associate the given task with the local representations of the corresponding

services. Thus, the same abstract task can be executed by multiple grid implementations

and architectures based on the service it is mapped to.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical task graph [73]

Task Graph

A grid task provides the necessary ability to represent a single unit of execution on the

grid. Nevertheless, advanced applications require a more sophisticated execution framework

that facilitates complex execution patterns and dependencies. The task graph represents a

directed acyclic graph (DAG) that allows applications to express execution (control) flows

between multiple tasks modeled as DAGs. A task graph is a type of a workflow that specif-

ically focuses on control flow (as opposed to data flow in workflows).

Figure 4. A hierarchical queue is a special case of hierarchical task graph
with a FIFO execution dependency [73]

Task graphs can support arbitrary levels of hierarchy. In other words, every node in the

task graph can be either a task or another task graph (see Figure 3). Hierarchies in a task

graph enable the grid applications to conveniently modularize the execution components

without introducing unnecessary complexity.

A task graph has an associated status that represents the collective execution status

of all its sub-nodes. The task graph status is determined by the logic depicted in Listing
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4.1. Additionally, we provide extensions to the basic task graph abstractions to form some

common utility objects such as queues and sets. A queue is a task graph with a predefined

FIFO execution ordering. As shown in Figure 4, every element of the queue can be either

a task or a task graph, hence the concept of hierarchical queues. A set is a special task

graph with no dependencies, thereby offering a collective mechanism of parallel execution of

a hierarchy of tasks.

Listing 4.1
i f ( any Task in the TaskGraph has f a i l e d ) {

s t a tu s = f a i l e d
} else i f ( a l l t a sk s are unsubmitted ) {

s t a tu s = unsubmitted
} else i f ( any task i s suspended ) {

s t a tu s = suspended
} else i f ( any task i s a c t i v e ) {

s t a tu s = ac t i v e
} else i f ( any task i s submitted ) {

s t a tu s = submitted
} else i f ( every task i s completed ) {

s t a tu s = completed
}

Figure 5. Checkpointable task graphs allow applications to resume failed
execution flows from the point of failure [73]

Another notable aspect of a task graph is that it is a checkpointable entity. That is,

the execution of every node of the task graph evolves into a new checkpoint status. Re-

execution of a failed task graph will resume the execution from the last valid checkpoint
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Figure 6. Checkpointable task graphs allow applications to suspend the ex-
ecution of a task graph, migrate the suspended task graph to a different host,
and resume the execution from the point of suspension [73]

Figure 7. An active task graph containing two tasks. One task is “com-
pleted” while the other is “unsubmitted”. Hence the overall status of the task
graph is “active” [73]

status (see Figure 5). This type of graph checkpointing not only allows applications to

restart failed execution flows but also allows them to suspend executions and restart them

after migrating the suspended task graphs to a different host (see Figure 6). Thus, the

checkpointable task graphs in the abstraction model support the notion of fault-tolerance
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and migratable execution. Checkpointing of task graphs is not analogous to checkpointing

of tasks. In task checkpointing, the corresponding execution program is instrumented with

special checkpoint-instructions that facilitate the rollback and restart of the executable from

any checkpoint-instruction. Hence, the restart of any failed task, will resume the execution

from the last checkpoint-instruction that was successfully processed. In the task graph

checkpointing scheme, however, rather than checkpointing the progress of a particular task,

we checkpoint the progress of the task graph. Our checkpointing scheme does not support

task checkpointing. We assume that this is provided by the underlying framework or by the

application that is wrapped into a task. To keep the task graph checkpointing model simple,

we maintain the checkpoint status in XML notation. Listing 4.2 shows the checkpointed

XML notation for the task graph depicted in Figure 7.

Listing 4.2
<taskGraph>
< i d e n t i t y>id : taskGraph</ i d e n t i t y>
<name>Main Graph</name>

<task>
< i d e n t i t y> i d : t a s k 1</ i d e n t i t y>
<name>Task1</name>
<type>Job Submission</ type>
<s e r v i c e L i s t>

<s e r v i c e>
< i d e n t i t y> i d : s e r v i c e 1</ i d e n t i t y>
<prov ide r>gt4</ prov ide r>
<type>Job Submission</ type>
<s e rv i c eContac t>hot . an l . gov:9999</ se rv i c eContac t>

</ s e r v i c e>
</ s e r v i c e L i s t>
<s p e c i f i c a t i o n>

<JobSpe c i f i c a t i o n>
<executab l e>/home/amin/ s imu la t i on</ executab l e>
<stdOutput>output . dat</stdOutput>

</ JobSpe c i f i c a t i o n>
</ s p e c i f i c a t i o n>
<s t a tu s>Completed</ s t a tu s>
<submittedTime>2005−06−23T16:27:29 .606</submittedTime>
<completedTime>2005−06−23T16:27:47 .819</completedTime>

</ task>
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<task>
< i d e n t i t y> i d : t a s k 2</ i d e n t i t y>
<name>Task2</name>
<type>F i l e Trans fe r</ type>
<s e r v i c e L i s t>

<s e r v i c e>
< i d e n t i t y>i d : s ou r c e−s e r v i c e</ i d e n t i t y>
<prov ide r>g r i d f t p</ prov ide r>
<type>F i l e Trans fe r</ type>
<s e rv i c eContac t>hot . an l . gov:2811</ se rv i c eContac t>

</ s e r v i c e>
<s e r v i c e>

< i d e n t i t y>i d : d e s tn−s e r v i c e</ i d e n t i t y>
<prov ide r>f t p</ prov ide r>
<type>F i l e Trans fe r</ type>
<s e rv i c eContac t>co ld . an l . gov:2822</ se rv i c eContac t>

</ s e r v i c e>
</ s e r v i c e L i s t>
<s p e c i f i c a t i o n>

< f i l e T r a n s f e r S p e c i f i c a t i o n>
<source>/home/amin/output . dat</ source>
<de s t i n a t i on>/home/amin/output . dat</ d e s t i n a t i on>

</ f i l e T r a n s f e r S p e c i f i c a t i o n>
</ s p e c i f i c a t i o n>
<s t a tu s>Unsubmitted</ s t a tu s>

</ task>

<dependencyList>
<dependency from=” i d : t a s k 1 ” to=” i d : t a s k 2 ”/>

</dependencyList>
<s t a tu s>Active</ s t a tu s>
<submittedTime>2005−06−23T16:27:20 .606</submittedTime>

</taskGraph>

4.2. Grid Execution Patterns

Design patterns are an attempt by the software engineering community towards formally

describing successful solutions to common software problems. Patterns allow the software de-

veloper to efficiently re-use common software components without concentrating on low-level

implementation details. With a large number of applications adopting the grid framework,
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Figure 8. The task handler provides the mapping between abstract tasks
and protocol-specific entities [73]

it is essential for the application developers to have at their disposal a suite of grid pat-

terns they can choose from. The availability of such patterns will allow them to adhere and

re-use the “best practice” solutions for common grid problems. In this Section, we focus

on patterns associated with the execution of ad hoc grid tasks and execution flows. The

patterns proposed here are wrapped in the discussed execution framework, thereby offering

the application developers all the necessary tools required to build a robust grid solution

without exposing them to the low-level technological complexities of the grid.

Handler-Execution Pattern

In the abstraction model, tasks and task graphs are static container entities that describe

the semantics of the execution. The actual execution, however, is carried out by the handlers

defined in the model. The handlers transform the abstract representation of tasks and task

graphs into protocol-specific objects.

The task handler, as the name suggests, handles and processes abstract tasks. It is re-

sponsible for translating the specification, security context, and service contact into artifacts

that are understood by the backend grid implementation. Hence, for every protocol provider
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Figure 9. The task graph handler recursively delegates the execution of every
node of the task graph to an appropriate task handler or another task graph
handler [73]

there must be a corresponding task handler providing the necessary abstract-to-protocol

binding. The handler is the only component in the abstraction model that is backend

implementation-specific, thereby minimizing the dependency on technology-dependent func-

tionality. Therefore, our framework can support and adapt to backend implementation as

long as the appropriate handlers for it are available (see Figure 8).

A task graph handler, on the other hand, enforces the execution ordering on task graphs.

It also manages the checkpoint status for the task graph and its successful resumption after

execution failure or suspension. We note that the task graph handler is independent of the

protocol provider. As shown in Figure 9, it simply delegates the execution of its nodes to

the appropriate task handlers or task graph handlers in a recursive manner. Since the base

elements of a task graph are tasks, this recursive execution of the task graph is terminated

when all the base tasks are executed.

We refer to the pattern of executing arbitrary grid tasks using the handler model as the

handler-execution pattern. With the handler-execution pattern, applications create a task

and assign a detailed specification for the task. Further, they define a service and associate a

security context, service contact, and protocol provider with it. In the case of a task graph,
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the application prepares multiple tasks and imposes execution dependencies on these tasks.

The task or the task graph is then submitted to an appropriate handler that executes it on

the ad hoc grid, allowing the application to monitor its execution status.

Figure 10. The execution resource aggregates geographically distributed grid
services into a logical entity capable of executing arbitrary grid tasks [73]

Resource-Execution Pattern

Tasks, task graphs, corresponding handlers, and the handler-execution pattern focus on

abstracting units of execution and services in a grid. Additionally, one can abstract grid

resources. We know that computational grids aggregate several services dispersed across ge-

ographic boundaries [2]. The resource abstractions allow applications to map, aggregate, and

classify arbitrary grid services into logical execution resources. Such an abstract arrangement

of services provides a mapping from the grid service space to a user perspective of those ser-

vices in the logical application space. Services of different types (job execution, file transfer,

file operations, or information query) for various providers (GT2, GT3, GT4, Unicore, and

Condor) are aggregated into a single execution resource (see Figure 10). The classification
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of the service aggregation is application- or user-defined. Every execution resource contains

the following entities:

• Service Pool: A set of services logically aggregated to represent the given resource.

Every service has an associated type that represents the class of tasks (remote

execution, file transfer, file operations, or information query) it supports. Addi-

tionally, every service has an associated protocol provider, service contact, and

security context.

• Resource Queue: Every task submitted to the execution resource is appended to

the resource queue, which manages the execution request submissions to the given

resource.

• Dispatcher: The resource queue is serviced by the resource dispatcher. The dis-

patcher extracts tasks from the queue and inspects the task type and several other

attributes such as the task priority and the estimated execution time. Based on

these parameters, it maps the task to an appropriate service from the embedded

service pool. The mapped task is then submitted to the task handler for execu-

tion. The dispatcher has a dispatching policy that decides the selection of the next

task. This can be a classical policy such as first-in-first out, shortest job first, or a

user-defined customized heuristic policy [91].

Such an execution pattern allows the application to partition available grid services into

logical or virtual resources and execute grid tasks with abstract resources. We refer to

this pattern of executing grid tasks as the resource-execution pattern. Unlike the handler-

execution pattern, the resource-execution pattern does not require the knowledge of services

on a per task basis. Applications classify their grid services and partition them into grid

resources, selecting a specific dispatching policy for each of these resources. The scheduler

selects the tasks submitted to a resource and executes them with an appropriate service,

internally employing the handler-execution pattern.
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Figure 11. A resource broker aggregates multiple execution resources and
performs the necessary resource mapping to execute the submitted tasks on
the appropriate grid resources [73]

Broker-Execution Pattern

The resource-execution pattern allows an application to aggregate a set of services into

a single resource. The resource broker model, on the other hand, allows the application

to aggregate several logical resources to represent a distributed grid. The application can

create multiple execution resources, thereby forming a working context of a computational

grid. The execution resources are then associated with a resource broker that functions as a

matchmaking entity between submitted tasks and their appropriate execution services (see

Figure 11). We refer to this pattern of submitting grid tasks as the broker-execution pattern.

Every resource broker has the following associated entities:

• Resource Pool: A set of logical resources capable of handling different service type

and provider combinations.

• Broker Queue: An input queue for managing the task (task graph) execution re-

quests submitted to the resource broker.
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• Dispatcher: A means for servicing the broker queue. The dispatcher has an associ-

ated policy that selects the next brokered task from the brokering queue. Several

policies can be supported such as first-in-first-out, shortest job first, or random.

• Brokering Policy: The policy responsible for the matchmaking decisions between

the dispatcher-selected tasks and the available set of execution resource. A number

of different brokering policies can be formulated with the resource broker, including

round-robin, least loaded, or random.

Tasks or task graphs, when submitted to the broker, are appended to the input queue.

The dispatcher selects the next task to be brokered from the input queue based on its

internal selection policy. For every selected task, the broker consults its policy to choose

a resource from the pool of available execution resources, thereby internally adopting the

resource-execution pattern.

Any of the three abstract execution patterns discussed thus far (handler-execution pat-

tern, resource-execution pattern, and the broker-execution pattern) can be used by applica-

tions. However, the handler-execution pattern offers maximum control over task execution

with reduced flexibility, whereas the broker-execution pattern allows maximum flexibility

with the autonomy delegated to the resource broker rather than the application itself.

4.3. Related Work

A variety of grid application development frameworks are discussed in literature [92, 93,

94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. However, most of the available frameworks concentrate on providing an

integrated API that is built to support a particular grid tool, rather than focusing on an

abstraction model. Frameworks that do not adopt an abstraction model are tightly bound

to the semantics of a specific grid technology and exhibit the shortcomings in context to

increased maintenance, additional complexity, and lack of investment protection. In this

section we discuss some of the most prominent grid execution frameworks that share our

philosophy on the importance of an abstraction-based execution framework.

The grid application framework for Java (GAF4J) [97] is a prototype execution framework

developed as a part of IBM’s grid initiative [99]. It abstracts several grid semantics from the
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application logic and provides a high-level programming model. At the base of its abstraction

model is the notion of a generic grid task. grid-unaware applications formulate a grid task

and a corresponding task definition. This task and its definition are then submitted to a

task execution client, which enqueues the task with the task dispatcher and updates its

status with a console component. The task dispatcher services the dispatching queue with

a first-in-first-out (FIFO) policy. It also communicates with a resource broker to identify

suitable grid resources for the execution of the task. Once the appropriate matchmaking

is accomplished, the task and the grid resource are submitted to the job-starter. The job-

starter prepares the task based on its definition and submits it to the remote grid resource,

monitoring its status. In its current implementation, the job-starter component submits grid

jobs to Globus Toolkit [22] v2.4-enabled resources using an older version of the Java CoG Kit

(version 0.9.13) [85]. It can be seen that GAF4J provides part of the functionality available

in the discussed abstractions framework. However, GAF4J specifically focuses on providing

high-level abstractions for the Globus Toolkit. Further, it lacks any support for advances

execution flows and sophisticated high-level grid execution patterns.

The Grid Application Toolkit (GAT) [98] of the GridLab project [100] is a set of extensi-

ble, abstract APIs for performing various grid functions such as job execution, file transfer,

information query, and data management. The GAT abstraction model is based on the con-

cepts of capability, capability adaptors, and capability invocation. The GAT model allows

for the creation of several capability adaptors, which provide the necessary bridge between

some backend functionality, referred to as capability, and a set of abstract GAT APIs. During

the startup phase of the GAT framework, each of the available capability adaptors registers

the abstraction APIs that it supports with a central capability registry. On invocation of

any GAT API, the function binding component queries the capability registry for a list of

relevant adaptors that support the API. Once the appropriate adaptor is chosen, the API

invocation is delegated to the adaptor to access the specific capability. The GAT model offers

an extensible plug-and-play solution, whereby the utility of the framework can be incremen-

tally improved by the provision of additional capability and corresponding adaptors. The
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main advantage of GAT is that its abstractions are based on the C programming language

and appropriate Java bindings are available. However, this is also its disadvantage as the

Java CoG kit is explicitly developed to match the framework provided by Java. The CoG

kit effort seeks to implement similar abstraction between Python and Java in future.

The abstract job object (AJO) [34] provides the abstraction layer for the UNICORE

protocol layer (UPL) in UNICORE grids. It defines the basic communication abstraction

between the client applications and the underlying grid protocols. The grid interoperability

project (GRIP) creates a bridge between the UNICORE and the Globus Toolkit frame-

works [101]. It translates UNICORE requests (in AJO and UPL) for remote job execution,

information queries, authorized access into corresponding Globus Toolkit constructs. The

GRIP framework allows a UNICORE client seamless access to both the Globus Toolkit and

UNICORE grids.

The literature about the EveryWare toolkit [92] reports that it enables grid-aware ap-

plications to submit tasks to multiple grid architectures. It offers the flexibility to submit

jobs to the Globus Toolkit, Legion [35], Condor [3], and NetSolve [94] architectures. The

toolkit provides a set of performance forecasting services to optimize system performance

by making real-time performance predictions and submitting the tasks to the appropriate

resources. However, this project seems no longer active and due to the many recent changes

in the grid community will be outdated. The grid superscalar framework [102] is another

programming paradigm that adopts the task-based approach. It automatically translates

grid application programs written in a sequential form into a parallel structure that can be

easily deployed on the grid. Their translation enforces the control and data dependencies

expressed by the programmer during the sequential program. The framework is accompanied

by a user interface, an automatic code generator, and a runtime system. It can be seen that

the grid superscalar system only supports a subset of functionality offered by the execution

framework discussed in this chapter. Further, their grid support is only limited to Globus

Toolkit v2.4.3.
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The Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA) research group of the Global Grid Forum

(GGF) [44] is combining the benefits offered by several grid abstraction frameworks into

a well-defined GGF standard. Members from different research and commercial projects

are participating in this activity. We believe that several novel features of the execution

framework discussed in this dissertation will contribute significantly towards this effort.
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CHAPTER 5

TRUST MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

Like all other electronic communities (p2p, e-commerce, traditional grid, and multi-agent

systems), the success of an ad hoc grid community is also dependent on the quality (reliabil-

ity, availability, and security) of the shared community services. As discussed in Chapter 3,

ad hoc grid environments enhance the community experience by integrating explicit quality-

assurance mechanisms [71]. Nonetheless, the efficacy of these mechanisms depends on the

willingness of individual members to participate in them. In other words, ad hoc grid frame-

works can guarantee deterministic quality assurances only if the service provider fulfills its

commitments to the dynamically established service-level agreements without attempting to

defeat the system. In the absence of a dedicated monitoring entity, the service provider may

decide to increase its monetary profits by strategically reducing its offered quality, thereby

violating service-level agreements. Therefore, quality guarantees, in terms of advanced reser-

vations and service-level agreements, are meaningless unless systematically enforced by some

punitive measures. In traditional (centralized) grid environments, misbehavior or contract

violation is monitored by the grid administrative authority and punished by revoking the

grid membership privileges. Without a global mediator, it is not possible for the peers in ad

hoc grids to enforce punitive actions bilaterally. Hence, we require a distributed, asynchro-

nous, and community-regulated system that collectively punishes a peer for its malicious

activities.

This Chapter discusses a trust evaluation system that maps the activities of a peer to

the trust exhibited on it collectively by the community. Community interactions only take

place between highly trusted peers, thereby socially isolating malicious peers with low trust

ratings. This not only improves the experience of honest peers but also motivates them to
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adhere to their quality commitments. The focus of this Chapter is to describe a distributed

trust management mechanism that explicitly addresses the requirements of ad hoc grids.

5.1. Trust and Reputation

Trust is a complex notion that deals with the sociological aspects of a community. Several

computational models and definitions of trust have been proposed in literature [103, 53, 104,

105, 106]. Although each of the proposed definitions hold true for specific contexts and

application areas, the definition of trust proposed by Lik Mui [105] best represents the trust

factor in ad hoc grids. Mui defines trust as “a subjective expectation an agent has about

another agent’s future behavior based on the history of their encounters”. In context to ad

hoc grids, the expected future behavior is the conformance of the service provider to fulfill

the obligations as agreed in its quality offerings or service-level agreement (SLA). Further,

the different trust models discussed in literature propose several (sometimes conflicting)

properties of trust. Nonetheless for ad hoc grids, this dissertation assumes the following

characteristics exhibited by social trust:

• Trust is subjective [53, 104, 105]. The same action by a peer will be perceived

differently by different peers based on their personal beliefs and policies. For ex-

ample, assume peer i violates its SLA by exceeding the maximum execution time

for a task. While peer x might interpret this as a minor violation, peer y may

perceive it as a total breach of trust forbidding any future interactions with peer i.

• Trust is context-specific [104, 107, 108]. Peer i might trust peer j as a service

consumer but not as a service provider.

• Trust is not random [104]. Trust is systematically evaluated based on subjective

personal beliefs and past context-specific experiences.

• Trust is adaptive and non-monotonic [104, 109, 110]. Trust varies with time and

may increase or decrease based on changes in the peer’s personal beliefs and expe-

riences.

• Trust is weakly transitive [111, 112]. If peer i trusts peer j and peer j trusts peer k,

then peer i has a much positive view of peer k based on this knowledge. However,
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trust is “weakly” transitive because peer i may have some personal beliefs that may

reduce or completely negate its trust in peer k, irrespective of its affiliations with

peer j.

• Trust is non-reflexive [111]. If peer i trusts peer j, that does not necessarily imply

that peer j also trusts peer i.

As discussed above, a peer can attribute trustworthiness to other peers in the community

based on its personal beliefs and context-specific experiences. However, trust being dynamic

and non-monotonic, it is impractical for any single peer to have a complete and updated

knowledge of the intentions and trustworthiness of all other entities. Further, a new com-

munity member will have no prior interaction history with other peers in the community to

successfully evaluate its personal subjective trust. Hence, to incorporate a community-based

view of trustworthiness, a peer may solicit community feedback. An aggregation of the com-

munity feedback quantifies the past experience that the community has while interacting

with a peer, also referred to as the reputation of that peer [113].

Even though trust and reputation both model the trustworthiness of a peer (and might

be used interchangibly in some systems), we consider them to be distinct concepts. Trust

represents a personalized subjective view of the trustworthiness and probabilistic expectation

of the trusted peer. On the other hand, reputation signifies the global community view of

the trustworthiness of a peer that may be utilized while evaluating the local trust.

5.2. Ad Hoc Grid Trust Requirements

Trust and reputation systems discussed in literature are targeted to support a given set

of requirements and hold true only under certain assumptions. The transient and sporadic

nature of ad hoc grids impose several additional requirements that may not be supported

by a majority of existing systems. In this section, we discuss some of the most fundamental

requirements that must be satisfied by any trust management system applied for ad hoc

grids.

Since ad hoc grids specifically focus on instantaneously established and deployed grid

solutions, they provide no support for any system bootstrapping. Hence they require a trust
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management system that is independent of any pre-established infrastructure or marketplace

for exchange of trust or reputation metrics [109, 114].

Being an inherently open system, ad hoc grids do not support the notion of a pre-

established community. Peers may join, participate, and leave the community as per their

preferences. A peer has no knowledge regarding the presence and usage patterns of other

peers in the grid. Therefore, ad hoc grids require a trust and reputation management solution

independent to the existence of any pre-selected peers. Trust evaluation systems that require

an initial seed of pre-trusted peers [110, 115] cannot be applied for ad hoc grids.

Another requirement imposed by ad hoc grids is the adaptability to incomplete infor-

mation. All the active members might not be available (online) at the same time. Thus,

candidate trust and reputation schemes must be capable of adapting to such brief unavailabil-

ity without significant loss of knowledge. Reputation schemes that assume reliable feed back

from every member of the community cannot support such ad hoc participation patterns.

5.3. Ad Hoc Grid Trust Model

This section describes our ad hoc grid trust model. Although the discussed trust model

is specifically designed to meet the requirements of an ad hoc grid, it can be successfully

deployed on any distributed system that desires a robust and scalable trust management

solution. As explained earlier, trust is context-specific. However, within the scope of this dis-

sertation, we restrict our discussion to a single context of service provision. Thus, whenever

peer i trusts peer j, it is implied in the context of services provided by peer j. Nevertheless,

our model can be easily extended to suit a system with multiple contexts as well.

For every ad hoc grid consumer, we assume the existence of some subjective evaluation

mechanism that grades the result of its transaction with a provider. This grading scheme

maps the quality commitments and provisions of the service provider to a value in the

interval [0, 1] with 0 representing complete failure and 1 signifying total compliance. In

practice, active QoS monitoring is outsourced to dedicated third-party monitoring entities

[116]. A detailed discussion of SLA monitoring [117], service points of presence, metric
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collection approaches, measurement service, and violation detection services is beyond the

scope of this research.

eij ∈ [0, 1] represents the cumulative history of the past experiences of consumer i with

some provider j. eij represents an important metric signifying the success of personal interac-

tions that peer i has with peer j. eij ≈ 0 implies that peer i has an extremely unsatisfactory

experience with provider j. On the other hand, eij ≈ 1 indicates that peer i has experienced

high quality conformance from peer j.

The reputation of a peer j, rj ∈ [0, 1], represents the aggregated experience of the com-

munity with j. It represents the past compliance of peer j (as a service provider) to its

quality commitments, perceived by the entire ad hoc grid community.

We define trust tij ∈ [0, 1] as the probability with which a consumer i expects provider

j to fulfill its quality commitments in their next transaction. This probabilistic trust is a

function of the personal experience observed by i and the reputation feedback for j provided

by the community:

(1) tij = αeij + βrj

where α and β (α, β ∈ [0, 1] and α + β = 1) represent the weights given to the personal

experience and community recommendations respectively.

The usage of a weighted average, combining personal experience and global reputation,

for predicting peer trust has been discussed in literature [118, 108, 115]. These systems

assume that the evaluating peer manually deduces the values for α and β with some out-

of-band mechanism. Although assigning static and manual weights may be acceptable for

simple trust systems, it does not satisfy the dynamic and scalability requirements of ad hoc

grids. For example, when a peer is new to the community, it has no acquaintance with any

other member of the community. Therefore it relies heavily on community recommendations

(α ≈ 0, β ≈ 1). As it gains experience, it attributes equal importance to both pieces of

information (α ≈ 0.5, β ≈ 0.5). When a peer is collectively attacked by a group of members

of the community in terms of providing incorrect feedback, it is essential for the peer to rely
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on its own judgment (α ≈ 1, β ≈ 0). Likewise, when the past experiences of the peer do

not accurately reflect its current experiences, the peer needs to rely again on community

feedback (α ≈ 0, β ≈ 1). Hence, we see that any pre-selected static value for α and β cannot

accurately represent the changing trust and confidence relationships between peers.

The model discussed in this dissertation continuously manipulates the values of α and β

for each provider j in the community. Let αj and βj be the weight coefficients for eij and

rj respectively, while evaluating tij as per Equation 1. Let e∗ij be the observed experience of

consumer i for the latest transaction with provider j. Further, let a = |eij − e∗ij| represent

the inaccuracy in the personal experience and b = |rj − e∗ij| represent the inaccuracy in the

community-based reputation feedback for provider j. After every transaction, the values of

αj and βj are re-adjusted to reflect the latest trust relationships between peers i and j as

follows:

(2) αj =


0.5 if a = 0 and b = 0

1− a
a+b

otherwise

(3) βj =


0.5 if a = 0 and b = 0

1− b
a+b

otherwise

The given scheme ensures that the consumer makes immediate corrections to its esti-

mated αj and βj based on the experience evaluated from every transaction. Such dynamic

corrections makes our system resilient to community attacks and sudden changes in behavior

by the provider.

Evaluating Personal Experience

The personal experience eij is an important element in the trust evaluation scheme since

it represents the history of past transactions between consumer i and provider j. As dis-

cussed earlier, we assume the existence of an evaluation function that maps the provider

conformance to the interval [0, 1]. Further, e∗ij is the observed experience of consumer i for
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the latest transaction with provider j. e∗ij represents the latest evidence of the provider’s

behavior and helps the consumer to identify any trend towards a shift from expectations.

As new experiences (e∗ij) are made available, the cumulative personal experience eij must be

updated by an experience update function E, eij = E(eij, e
∗
ij).

Several experience update functions have been discussed in literature. The solution

proposed in [110] normalizes the personal experience by averaging all prior (positive and

negative) experiences. [104] discusses a majority based scheme where the overall type of

peer experience (very bad, bad, good, or very good) is the one with maximum occurance.

[119, 105] evaluate the updated personal trust as a Beta probability distribution function

defined by the number of successful and unsuccessful transactions.

Each of these update functions aggregate the collective experience of the peer. How-

ever, they fail to identify trends in the peer behavior. For example, a peer i might have

experienced 100 successful transactions with peer j. However, if the last 5 transactions are

unsuccessful, there is a strong probability that the next transaction will also be unsuccessful.

The experience update schemes cited above fail to detect and defeat such trends. They tend

to trust a peer till the total number of unsuccessful experiences exceed the successful ones.

This gives a significant advantage to malicious peers that plan a strategic attack against

honest peers. [108] solves this problem to some extent by using an exponentially weighted

moving average (ewma) as the update function: E(eij, e
∗
ij) = θe∗ij +(1−θ)eij, where θ ∈ [0, 1]

represents the experience learning coefficient. Such a weighted average with a high learning

coefficient (θ ≈ 1) gives more importance to recent experiences. Nevertheless, peers that

rapidly lose their trust with a few unsuccessful transactions can symmetrically increase their

trust with equal ease.

Ideally, we want an asymmetric function where the reduction in trust is a fast grow-

ing function while the increment of trust is a slow growing function. Such a dual function

penalizes malicious peers by rapidly reducing their trust values without offering any alter-

native means to symmetrically increase them. At the same time it motivates honest peers

to maintain their high trust values. Therefore, our experience update function combines two
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ewma systems with different experience learning coefficients, θ1 and θ2 (θ1 � θ2), applied to

successful and unsuccessful transactions respectively [120, 115].

(4) E(eij, e
∗
ij) =


θ1e

∗
ij + (1− θ1)eij if eij ≤ e∗ij

θ2e
∗
ij + (1− θ2)eij otherwise

Evaluating Reputation

Peer reputation is another fundamental element in the trust evaluation system since

it gives the global perspective of the provider’s trust. Systems that support a centralized

environment can calculate the global reputation from a bird’s-eye view [109]. In ad hoc

grids, however, there does not exist the notion of a universally global reputation of a peer.

Instead, every consumer i calculates its own version of the reputation of a provider j based

on the feedback it receives from the community. Therefore, we augment the definition of the

global reputation of peer j (rj) in Equation 1 to r
(i)
j , implying the global reputation of peer

j as calculated by peer i. Let M be the set of all members of the ad hoc grid. Further, let Pi

be the set of community members that provide feedback to peer i regarding some provider.

We refer to Pi as the neighborhood of peer i. Ideally Pi = M . However, in practice Pi ⊆ M

due to several factors such as unavailability of some peers and network failures. Likewise, in

an ideal situation, r
(j)
i = r

(k)
i ,∀j, k ∈ M . However, in practice this might not necessarily be

true because Pj might not be equal to Pk.

Let f
(k)
ij be the feedback reported by peer i to peer j about its personal experiences with

peer k. Ideally, f
(k)
ij = eik. However, several dishonest peers may report arbitrary feedback

values to suite their personal agenda [114]. Hence, we define cij ∈ [0, 1] as the confidence

factor that peer i has in the feedback values (f
(k)
ji ,∀k ∈ M) of peer j.

Peer i calculates the global reputation of peer j with the information it has based on the

following formula:
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(5) r
(i)
j =

∑
k∈Pi

f
(j)
ki cik

|Pi|

It can be seen from Equation 5 that cik plays an important role in accuracy of the

calculated reputation. Initially, when the consumer i is new to the community, it assumes

a trusted community and starts with cij = 1,∀j ∈ Pi. After every transaction, peer i

updates its confidence factor cij for each of its feedback-providers j ∈ Pi with a confidence

update function C. This update function depends on the past values of confidence factor, the

feedback provided, and the observed experience in the transaction, cij = C(cij, f
(k)
ji , e∗ik) for

some k ∈ M . Let |f (k)
ji − e∗ik| be the inaccuracy of the feedback reported by peer j regarding

the trust for peer k. We define π = 1 − |f (k)
ji − e∗ik| as the confidence update factor for cij.

Similar to Equation 4, C(cij, f
(k)
ji , e∗ik) is evaluated by a dual ewma system with confidence

learning coefficients δ1 and δ2 (δ1 � δ2).

(6) C(cij, f
(k)
ji , e∗ik) =


δ1π + (1− δ1)cij if cij ≤ π

δ2π + (1− δ2)cij otherwise

Once again, the dual ewma system in Equation 6 ensures that a feedback provider cannot

defeat the system by strategically fabricating its feedback.

5.4. Attacks on a Trust System

Thus far we have discussed an adaptive trust model and outlined all the important

components involved in it. However, in order to evaluate the robustness of our model, it is

essential to understand all possible attacks against a trust system and analyze the resistance

of our model against such threats. The remainder of this section discusses some of the most

common threats to a trust system and describes how our trust model can comprehensively

defeat them.
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Ballot Stuffing and Bad Mouthing

Ballot stuffing and bad mouthing are attacks on a trust system whereby a recommending

peer or group of peers deliberately provide inflated or deflated feedback ratings respectively

for some provider [114]. False reporting in the ballot stuffing attack may be done either

to unfairly promote the provider or to misguide the consumer towards undertaking an un-

successful transaction. In bad mouthing attacks, misreporting is staged by competitors to

render some provider out of business or to settle some personal vendetta.

Our trust model defeats both these attacks at multiple levels. If the number of peers

providing false feedback is small, their misreporting is offset (nullified) by the normalized

community average (see Equation 5). However, if the number of misreporting peers is sig-

nificantly large, then the reputation of the provider j (r
(i)
j ) as calculated by some peer i will

be based by the wrong feedback. In such cases, e∗ij will significantly differ from r
(i)
j . Thus,

as per Equation 3 it will result in a considerably lower βj, giving very little importance to

community feedback for future transactions. Further, every peer k providing wrong feedback

(f
(j)
ki ), the difference between e∗ij and f

(j)
ki will also be considerably large. As per Equation 6,

this results in an extremely low value of cik, forcing peer i to disregard all feedback informa-

tion from peer k. Therefore, peers that deliberately offer false feedback will be immediately

isolated from the trust calculation mechanism.

Selective Discrimination

Selective discrimination by service providers is an attack whereby they provide a differ-

entiated quality of service to different peers for the same promised commitments [114]. In

other words, providers give good service to most of the consumers in the community but

maliciously offer poor service to a few peers in order to increase their monetary profits. This

causes the overall community reputation of the provider to be high, yet the attacked peers

are systematically cheated.

Our model robustly defends against such attacks. When provider j selectively discrimi-

nates against consumer i, the resulting e∗ij will be considerably low (e∗ij ≈ 0). Since r
(i)
j � e∗ij,

this will result in a low value of βj (βj ≈ 0) as per Equation 3. Hence, for future transactions,
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peer i disregards community feedback for the provider and entirely relies on its personal ex-

perience. Isolation of feedback that is inconsistent with its personal opinion, allows a peer

to defend itself against such selective discriminations.

Cheap Pseudonyms

In most peer-to-peer systems including ad hoc grids, it is trivial for peers to establish

a new identity while completely abandoning the existing one. This poses a grave threat to

trust management systems [121]. Malicious peers may actively participate in the community

providing mediocre services. However, as soon as their reputation in the community falls,

they may conveniently adopt a new identity, thereby destroying any evidence of past evil

actions.

Our model is resistant to such threats because a new peer in the community is treated

as the most untrustworthy entity. For example, when a peer i wants to interact with a new

peer j, it evaluates tij as per Equation 1. Since peer i has no prior experience with peer j,

eij = 0. Further, since very few other peers have interacted with peer j until now, r
(i)
j ≈ 0.

Therefore, tij ≈ 0, implying absolute lack of trust on peer j. This shows that an untrusted

peer gains no advantage by adopting a cheap pseudonym.

Strategic Attacks

A strategic attack is one where a provider actively participates in the community, offering

high quality services till it gains good reputation. Once it gains a respectable trust in

the community it changes its benign strategy to maliciously attack trusting peers. The

physiology of such an attack is to shield the attacker behind its cumulative high reputation.

Trust systems that use cumulative trust ratings [109, 110, 104] are vulnerable to such attacks.

In our model, peer experience is updated using a dual ewma system (see Equation 4). Thus,

loss of trust is a faster process than gaining it or maintaining it. When a strategic peer

begins its attack, the personal experiences of all attacked peers will sharply drop in a short

span of time, resulting in a significantly reduced trust rating. Hence, the overhead incurred
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by the strategic attacker to gain the high reputation in the community surpasses the benefits

obtained by a planning an attack in an extremely short time frame.

5.5. Related Work

Social trust and reputation has been an active area of research in distributed commu-

nities. In this section, we briefly describe some of the most popular trust and reputation

management systems discussed and developed in literature for peer-to-peer (p2p), grid, and

online e-commerce communities.

The EigenTrust algorithm is an important distributed reputation management algorithm

for P2P systems [110]. Every peer in the p2p community rates other peers based on the

quality of their interactions. The normalized value of these local ratings over time is referred

to as the local trust exhibited by a peer for some other peer. To obtain a system view, wider

than the experience of each individual peer, every peer asks its friends about their local

trust ratings for community members. If this process of soliciting transitive trust is repeated

recursively, every peer in the community will get a unified view of the trust ratings exhibited

by other peers. Such a scheme allows community members to evaluate global reputation

ratings for all members in a distributed fashion.

[122] aims to provide solutions for decentralized trust management in p2p environments.

The main focus is on turning current decentralized information systems into trusted envi-

ronments in which participants can accurately assess the trustworthiness of their eventual

partners in electronic exchanges[106]. Their major goal is to help P2P systems become

trust-aware environments and develop many P2P applications, ranging from file exchange or

playing chess on-line to P2P auctioning and other e-commerce oriented applications.

[123] aims to develop a trust mechanism for p2p systems in which peers can quantify and

compare the trustworthiness of other peers and perform trusted interactions based on their

past interaction histories without explicit trusted third parties. Their work includes a trust

model and a decentralized trust manager. A reputation-based trust model for P2P electronic

communities has also been developed [118, 124]. The model incorporates total number of
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transaction a peer performs and the credibility of the feedback sources in addition to the

feedback a peer receives through its transactions with other peers.

The Free Haven Project [125] aims to deploy a system for distributed, anonymous, per-

sistent data storage which is robust against attempts by powerful adversaries to find and

destroy any stored data. Its primary goal is to enable anonymous, yet accountable data

sharing. It facilitates the anonymity of data publishers, consumers, and routers. Yet any

malicious activity on behalf of a peer gets quickly noticed by the system, thereby reflecting

on its poor global reputation.

The issue of trust and reputation management in computational grids has been discussed

in [126, 108]. The described trust model partitions the grid into multiple administrative

domains, where each domain hosts a set of grid resources. The goal of this system is to

select the grid domain that hosts the most reputable grid resources. The model evaluates

the time-decaying trust as a weighted combination of a direct relationship between grid

domains and the global reputation of the domains.

Trust and reputation ratings are effectively used in electronic marketplaces [127, 128] as

a measure of the reliability of the e-commerce community. For instance, with eBay [128],

buyers and sellers can express votes (-1, 0, or 1), representing their satisfaction level for

each other after each transaction. Aggregated votes for every member are used by eBay to

provide cumulative user ratings that are publicly available for the eBay community.

The search engine Google [129] provides a reputation and trust model based on a method

called PageRank that uses the links between pages as input. Here a link from other pages to

the page in question is interpreted as a positive sign and indicates that the page has some

importance. The model is based on the concept that the more links can be found the more

important the page is. Additionally, it weighs the pages based on the importance of the

voting page.

The social networks [130] or Web of Trust [131] is another trust management model, where

trust relationships and reputations are distributed and locally managed by each participant.

Trust evaluation between any two entities is computed by transitively evaluating the trust
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from the source entity to the destination entity. The most popular application using this

approach is PGP [132], that allows users to certify other users’ public keys without need for

a certificate authority. A PGP public key infrastructure consisting of a global database with

public keys of participants together with claimed identities and signatures can be treated

as web of trust. As a member of this infrastructure, one can decide whom to trust as an

introducer of new keys to a lesser or stronger degree. Communication can take place between

two identities if a link can be established between them. It employs certain heuristic to do

such computations and provide trust.
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CHAPTER 6

SECURITY FRAMEWORK

Tightly-controlled and systematically enforced security solutions offered by traditional

grid environments [22] are unarguably some of the prominent reasons for its adoption by the

scientific and commercial grid communities. In traditional grid environments, every entity

has a pre-established trust relationship with a central administrative authority. For every

entity, this authority assigns a unique grid identity and a set of authorization privileges within

the scope of the established trust. Within the realm of these assigned identities and privileges,

grid entities can seamlessly collaborate and interact with each other. These interactions

are impartially monitored by the administrators. In the event of policy violations, the

administrators terminate their trust relationship with the violating entity and revoke its

grid usage privileges.

Such security patterns cannot be applied in the context of ad hoc grids. Ad hoc grids

facilitate structural-independence, whereby they do not critically rely on the existence of any

particular entity. The unavailability of a grid peer may result in the unavailability of services

hosted on that peer. However, it does not result in a non-functional grid. For example, in

traditional grids, the unavailability of the registration service results in a non-functional

grid because other grid entities cannot discover the existing services. Although redundancy

and replication of critical services help in improving its fault tolerance, they merely provide

a partial solution without completely eliminating the dependence on external entities. In

ad hoc grids, no critical service is hosted on a single resource or a group of resources.

Instead, all members of the ad hoc grid equally participate in the realization of critical grid

services enabling them to be independent of the availability of a specific peer or group of

peers. Further, ad hoc grids also support control-independence. Control independence in

ad hoc grids reflects its ability to manage its security and usage policies in the absence of
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a central controller. Due to its structural-independence, peers in an ad hoc grid cannot

rely on external support for crucial security enforcement services. Thus, the centralized

administrative services in traditional grids that are responsible for membership, access, and

usage control on grid resources are segregated to be hosted on every participating peer.

Every entity in an ad hoc grid is responsible for maintaining and securing itself. Depending

on their individual policies, participants may allow universal access or restrict access to a

few trusted peers. Nevertheless, without an integrated ad hoc grid security infrastructure

that offers the appropriate tools and security semantics, these independent security policies

can either lead to major security compromises or complete non-interaction between ad hoc

grid peers.

Motivated by the need to support structure- and control-independence in ad hoc grids

without any compromise in its security enforcement, an ad hoc grid security infrastructure

(AGSI) has been designed as a part of this dissertation. The AGSI framework has been

divided into two subsystems: the authentication subsystem and the authorization subsystem.

The remainder of this Chapter describes these subsystems in detail.

6.1. The Authentication Subsystem

The authentication subsystem in AGSI offers the semantics necessary to establish, main-

tain, and verify peer identities in an ad hoc grid. The authentication subsystem of AGSI

adopts heavily from grid security infrastructure (GSI) [133] with several modifications.

Every peer in an ad hoc grid is uniquely identified by an identity. Following the GSI

model, a peer identity is represented as an X.509 public key certificate [134]. Therefore,

every peer identity is approved (digitally signed) by a certificate authority (CA). Identities

can be signed by commercially available CAs [135] or by community-established CAs [136].

Additionally, a peer may choose to act as a CA generating identities for other peers [39]. A

peer is at the liberty to establish multiple identities generated by different CAs. It is free to

choose any CA to establish its identity. AGSI does not enforce the usage of any particular

CA nor does it give one CA preference over another.
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Independent of the CAs chosen to establish its own identities, every peer has a set of

trusted CAs. A CA trusted by a peer implies that the peer will recognize and honor all

identities generated by that CA. Let Ix =
⋃n

k=1 ick
x be a set of identities established by a peer

x, where ick
x denotes the peer identity ix issued by the CA ck. Let Cx =

⋃m
j=1 cj be the set of

CAs trusted by peer x. A mutually authenticated transaction is permitted between ad hoc

peers x and y ⇐⇒ ∃ica
x ∈ Ix and ∃icb

y ∈ Iy such that ca ∈ Cy and cb ∈ Cx.

Peer identities can be maintained within the local file system. Private keys associated

with the X.509 public key certificates are protected on the local file system by encrypting

them with a pass-phrase. However, it would be impractical for peers to explicitly provide

the pass-phrase decrypting the private key for every grid transaction. Therefore, to support

single-sign-on solutions, we adopt the use of GSI-based X.509 proxy certificates. Like public

key certificates, proxy certificates bind a unique public key to a subject name. However,

unlike public key certificates, the issuer of proxy certificate is identified by a public key

certificate or another proxy certificate rather than a CA certificate. Hence, proxy certificates

can be created on the fly without requiring any intervention from conventional CAs. Using

its private key, the peer generates a proxy certificate with a limited lifetime. The newly

generated proxy certificate and its private key are maintained within the local file system. For

all subsequent grid interactions, the peer authenticates itself using the proxy certificate rather

than its public key certificate. Since the private key associated with the proxy certificate is

protected by the local file system permissions rather than encrypting it, no manual response

is required by the peer; hence single-sign-on. Further, since the proxy certificate has a

short lifetime, it is typically permissible to protect it in a less secure manner than the long-

term private key. Although GSI proposes and actively uses proxy certificates for dynamic

credential delegation [137], AGSI does not permit credential delegation. In the absence of a

pre-established trust relationship, it is impractical and insecure for any peer to delegate a

subset of its credentials to any other peer in the ad hoc grid. Therefore, AGSI uses X.509

proxy certificates for the sole purpose of repeated authentication without any support for

dynamic delegation.
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Figure 1. The Java CoG Kit Grid environment setup component

Figure 1 shows the user interface for the Java CoG Kit setup component that allows

ad hoc grid peers to initialize their grid environments including the establishment of the

trusted CA certificates. The authentication libraries utilized by AGSI are supplied by the

jglobus module of the Java CoG Kit. The jglobus libraries are extensively used by the grid

community to facilitate its GSI requirements. It is also internally used and distributed

with the Globus toolkit versions 3 and 4. The Java CoG Kit (cog-jglobus) provides a

standards-based solution to the mutual authentication and single-sign-on problems. Further,

to facilitate the creation and distribution of dynamic grid identities, we have adopted the

SimplerCA certificate management system from the Java CoG Kit [39].
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6.2. The Authorization Subsystem

Although the authentication subsystem provides a framework to establish, maintain,

and verify peer identities, it does not associate trust relationships with these identities. In

other words, an authenticated peer does not necessarily imply a trustworthy peer. Thus,

the authorization subsystem of AGSI complements its authentication system by offering

an autonomous framework for peers to control their grid environments. Rather than a

single grid authorization policy, AGSI supports a distributed and fragmented grid policy

whereby each policy fragment is systematically controlled and enforced by different peers

participating in the ad hoc grid. Several popular traditional grid frameworks [22] offer

tightly-bound static mapping between grid users and their privileges. In such systems, grid

administrators evaluate every individual grid user and accordingly map it to a specific set

of privileges. Explicit evaluation and configuration of authorization privileges for every

participating entity results in an impractical and unscalable solution in ad hoc grids with

sporadic collaborations and continuously changing members. Therefore, the authorization

subsystem offered in AGSI supports a scalable and maintainable policy formulation in ad

hoc grids that is agnostic to the constant flux in grid environments.

The most critical element of an authorization system is its policy language. AGSI adopts

the standards-based XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) authorization

and access control policy language [138]. XACML policies allow users to conveniently ex-

press access control criteria and requirements with a general purpose access control policy

language written in XML. XACML offers AGSI a simplified, yet comprehensive, environment

to autonomously express and enforce distributed authorization policies independent of any

external support.

Figure 2 describes a typical setup enforcing authorization policies in the pull sequence

[139]. Every peer contains a policy enforcement point (PEP) protecting a set of contributed

services. All invocations and access requests to the services are intercepted by the PEP.

Based on the service usage request and accompanying peer credentials, the PEP formulates

a request context and passes it to the policy decision point (PDP). The PDP inspects the
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Listing 6.1
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8"?>

<Policy

xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :policy"

xmlns:xsi="http: //www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema -instance"

PolicyId="AdHocGridPolicy"

RuleCombiningAlgId=

"urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0:rule -combining -algorithm:ordered -permit -overrides">

<Description >

This policy applies to all users of the ad hoc grid trying to

access the service named http:// myExecuitonService.cogkit.org.

It allows access to all methods of the protected service by the

members of the Java CoG Kit group. All other users are denied any

access.

</Description >

<Target >

<Subjects ><AnySubject/></Subjects >

<Resources >

<ResourceMatch

MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :function:anyURI -equal">

<AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#anyURI">

http: // myExecutionService.cogkit.org/

</AttributeValue >

<ResourceAttributeDesignator

DataType="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#anyURI"

AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :resource:resource -id"/>

</ResourceMatch >

</Resources >

<Actions ><AnyAction/></Actions >

</Target >

<Rule RuleId="CoGKitRule" Effect="Permit">

<Condition FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :function:string -equal">

<Apply

FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :function:string -one -and -only">

<SubjectAttributeDesignator

DataType="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#string"

AttributeId="group"

Issuer="admin@adhoc.cogkit.org"/>

</Apply >

<AttributeValue

DataType="http://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#string">

Java CoG Kit Group

</AttributeValue >

</Condition >

</Rule>

<!-- Other rules can come here -->

<Rule RuleId="FinalRule" Effect="Deny"/>

</Policy >

request and identifies a relevant policy corresponding to the target service. Based on the

data provided in the request and the rules specified in the policy, the PDP makes a decision
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Figure 2. Policy-based service authorization is AGSI

whether to permit or deny the requested access. The evaluated decision is conveyed to the

PEP which then enforces the access control. Although the XACML specification permits

the PEP and PDP to be hosted on different machines, AGSI hosts both component on the

same ad hoc grid peer.

XACML is a comprehensive and feature-rich language. Although a complete description

of XACML is beyond the scope of this paper, we describe some of the basic elements used in

AGSI. An XACML policy, as used in AGSI, contains a root policy element. Every XACML

policy has an associated target element and a set of rule elements. The target elements

assists the PDP in selecting the most appropriate policy for the given request context. The

target element encapsulates the subject, resource, and action elements. The subject refers to

the identity of the service requester. It allows the PDP to select a policy based on various

attributes associated with the requesting subject. The resource represents the target ad hoc

grid service. It allows the PDP to conveniently map an authorization policy with a particular

service. The action of a policy target specifies the methods of a contributed service that need
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to be enforced by the given policy. If all the conditions of the target element are satisfied,

the PDP utilizes that policy for its decision.

Once the PDP maps a request context to a particular policy, it evaluates all the rules

associated with that policy. The policy can have any number of rules which contain the

core logic of the XACML policy. The rule element represents a boolean condition. It also

has an effect attribute (permit, deny, indeterminate, or not applicable) that is returned

when the condition associated with rule evaluates to true. Further, XACML specification

defines a suite of rule combining algorithms that allow the PDP to combine the effects

of multiple rules within a policy into a single effect corresponding to that policy. Several

rules such as deny overrides, permit overrides, first applicable, and only one applicable are

supported. Attribute values within the policy logic are resolved using the AttributeDesignator

and AttributeSelector elements. The AttributeDesignator references values by the attribute

identifier, data type, and other metadata, whereas the AttributeSelector element uses XPath

queries to resolve attribute values. Listings 6.1 shows a sample XACML policy fragment

specifying that the given policy be enforced for all users trying to access any method of

the MyExecutionService. It permits all the members of the Java CoG Kit grid to access the

MyExecutionService. All other service requests are denied. For a detailed understanding

of all the elements supported by XACML and their corresponding semantics, the reader is

directed to [140].

As discussed earlier, access to a contributed service is controlled by XACML authorization

policies. Figure 3 shows the user interface allowing peers to express their authorization

policies in XACML syntax. We acknowledge the fact that expressing XACML policies in

textual format is cumbersome and not user-friendly. Ongoing activities are focusing on

creating a flexible and user-friendly tool allowing peers to configure their policies with a

graphical interface. The PEP and the PDP in our prototype is implemented using the

open-source Java implementation of the XACML specification, called as sunxacml [141].

Figure 4 shows the user interface enabling peers to invoke access controlled community
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Figure 3. User interface allowing the peer to express authorization policies

services. Access will be successful only if the requesting peer satisfies the authorization

policy of the remote service.

6.3. Related Work

Extensive research has been conducted by the grid community towards the realization

of community-based security infrastructures. A majority of the proposed solutions focus on

decoupling the grid resource administration from community administration. Very few secu-

rity frameworks discussed in literature focus on structure- and control-independent security

solutions which is the primary focus of AGSI. In this section we discuss some of the relevant

security frameworks that attempt to support community-controlled solutions.
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Figure 4. User interface for submitting grid tasks to access controlled com-
munity services

The Community Authorization Service (CAS) [142] framework from the Globus Alliance

[22] builds on the GSI-based authentication system to support fine-grained group authoriza-

tion. It segregates the administration of resources from the administration of grid commu-

nities. Every grid community instantiates a CAS server representing that community and

controlled by a community administrator. This administrator acquires coarse-grained autho-

rization privileges from the resource administrator on behalf of the community. Within the

scope of these privileges, the community administrator manages fine-grained authorization

permissions among the community users based on the community-specific trust relationships.

Using the CAS server, community members obtain their individual community privileges in
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the form of limited proxy credential. Using these restricted credentials, the community

members can access a subset of resource functionality available to the community.

A community-based authorization framework can also be formed using the Virtual Or-

ganization Membership Service (VOMS) [143]. Every virtual organization (VO) has an

associated VOMS server and a VOMS administrator. Resource administrators grant bulk

privileges to the VO at a coarse-level. These privileges are distributed within the community

members via the VOMS server using fine-grained trust relationships. The VOMS-based sys-

tem differs from the CAS framework in its representation of the community privileges. While

the CAS framework assigns community privileges as restricted X.509 proxy certificates, the

VOMS-based system assigns them as privilege attribute certificates.

Although CAS and VOMS-based system enables the grid communities to manage their

own fine-grained trust relationships, they differ from AGSI in their strong reliance on CAS

and VOMS server respectively. Further, their dependence on a pre-established community

administrator prohibits them from supporting the structure- and control-independent re-

quirements of ad hoc grids. The requirements imposed by these systems in terms of its

community owned static-infrastructure components cannot be satisfied by ad hoc grids.

The Akenti [144] system enforces access control on resources based on policies expressed

by multiple authoritative entities (stakeholders). Multiple stakeholders for an Akenti-enforced

resource can impose access control requirements independent of other stakeholders. Resource

access is granted to users based on their identity credentials and the dynamically aggregated

authorization policies from all the involved stakeholders.

The PRIMA [145] privilege management framework constitutes a system conceptually

similar to Akenti. It allows multiple entities that are authoritative for a resource to delegate

access to resources for which they are authoritative. Users can possess and further delegate

to other users fine-grained privileges to resources for which they are authoritative. Resource

privileges are expressed and distributed as privilege attributes. Therefore, access to a re-

source enforced by PRIMA is based on the aggregate set of privilege attributes presented by

the user.
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Akenti and PRIMA systems offer excellent decentralized solution to distributed autho-

rization schemes without requiring any community owned static-infrastructure. Neverthe-

less, they are fundamentally based on the assumptions of a hierarchical and multi-entity

resource authoritative system, where a resource is controlled by multiple entities. While

this assumption is valid for traditional grid systems, they do not hold true for ad hoc grids.

In the ad hoc grid model, every peer bears the exclusive responsibility and control of the

services contributed by it. In the absence of such multiple-authoritative requirements, the

Akenti and PRIMA systems result in a heavy-weight solution trying to solve problems that

do not even occur in ad hoc grids. The authorization subsystem offered in this paper is

a light-weight solution offering a subset of functionalities available in Akenti and PRIMA,

specifically targeting the requirements and characteristics of ad hoc grids.
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CHAPTER 7

SIMULATION ANALYSIS

Thus far, we have discussed all the different component frameworks required to establish

a secure, autonomous, and spontaneous ad hoc grid collaboration. However, apart from

discussing individual models, it is equally important to understand the overall availability,

reliability, and quality of such dynamic collaborations. Ad hoc grid members need to have

benchmark metrics that can assist them in evaluating the quality and utility of different

ad hoc grid communities. It is important to have a quantitative evaluation system that

can provide statistical estimates of the behavior of ad hoc grids. It is also necessary to

understand the factors that affect the behavior of ad hoc grids and analyze the pattern of

their impact on the performance of such dynamic grid environments.

Motivated by the need to establish an ad hoc grid performance metric and evaluate the

correlation of several independent factors to the overall performance of ad hoc grids, this

chapter presents an extensive simulation analysis of ad hoc grids. Several grid simulation

frameworks are available in literature. However, they either simulate a centrally controlled

grid framework [146, 147] or are directed towards peer-to-peer data grids [148]. In the absence

of a simulation environment that can realistically capture the semantics and behavior of an

autonomous, self-organizing, and service-oriented ad hoc grids, we have developed an ad hoc

grid simulation framework as a part of the Java CoG Kit project [85].

7.1. Simulation Model

To depict the uncoordinated, self-organizing, and autonomous behavior of ad hoc grids,

we have adopted an agent-based modeling and simulation mechanism. The motivation of

choosing an agent-based modeling scheme for our analysis lies in the inherent characteristics

of multi-agent systems that favor realistic system modeling [149]. A multi-agent system
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is composed of multiple autonomous, self-controlled intelligent agents. Each agent has in-

complete information for solving the larger problem, thereby exhibiting a partial or limited

viewpoint. Since the agents are autonomous, there is no global control. Data is fragmented

and distributed throughout the agent population. Agents interact with each other and with

the environment asynchronously, which facilitates the modeling of complex distributed sys-

tems. Further, multi-agent systems are extensible, they can be built by starting small and

then let the system grow as needed in functionality. Thus, a multi-agent system offers a

natural solution to model a group of independent, autonomous, self-organizing peers in an

adhoc grid. Every ad hoc grid peer is modeled as an agent whose behavior can be controlled

with a set of characteristic parameters. Based on their interaction with each other and their

environment (ad hoc grid), peers develop an independent and incremental viewpoint of the

system that influences their future actions and decisions.

Figure 1. Repast: Agent-based Simulation Toolkit

We have modeled the functionality of the proposed ad hoc grid framework using the

Repast agent-based simulation toolkit [150]. Repast provides an integrated library of classes
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for creating, running, displaying, and collecting data from an agent-based simulation. It also

has an embedded discrete event simulator that allows agents to asynchronously schedule

events resulting in an agent-specific action. The execution of events can itself schedule other

events for execution in the future. As shown in Figure 1, Repast offers built-in simulation

results logging and graphing tools. It also allows users to dynamically access and modify

agent properties, agent behavioral equations, and model properties at run time. Hence, to

summarize, Repast offers a light-weight yet comprehensive set of features required to build

any multi-agent based model.

The simulation model discussed in this chapter assumes an ad hoc grid with N members.

However, all N members do not simultaneously participate in the ad hoc grid. At any given

time, a peer can be in any one of the following states: active, inactive, or offline. In the active

state, the peer actively participates (consumes or provides service) in the ad hoc grid. It

submits tasks to the grid and potentially contributes available services to the community. In

the inactive state, the peer is online and connected to the ad hoc grid but does not contribute

any services nor does it submit any tasks for execution. A peer is in the inactive state if it

wishes to withdraw its participation from the grid, yet is bound by reservation agreements

to accomplish the successful execution of already active tasks. Once all executing tasks are

accomplished, the inactive peer becomes offline. In the offline state, the peer is no longer

connected to the ad hoc grid.

Peers may join and leave the ad hoc grid in an uncoordinated and unpredictable fashion.

Membership to the ad hoc grid is modeled by a Poisson distribution with rate λmembership.

The Poisson distribution ensures a fixed average membership rate without enforcing any

particular structure on the timings when a peer joins the grid. The duration that a peer

stays active in a session is modeled by an exponential distribution with parameter µsession.

The exponential distribution models a real time peer activity where the bulk of members

are online for short duration and a few members are online for extensive periods. Thus, the

average number of peers joining the grid in a given interval is λmembership and their average

membership duration is 1
µsession

.
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Every peer x has an associated service sx that may be contributed to the grid. We assume

that ∀x, sx belongs to the same functional class fexecution, the execution service class. Further,

it is assumed that ∀x, the maximum processing capacity of sx is the same. This ensures that

the functional capabilities of all peers in the system is the same, thereby differentiating them

only based on their QoS characteristics. A peer contributes its associated service to the ad

hoc grid with a probability pcontribution. The information service S contains the details of

all contributed services of active grid members. The quality offerings q
′′

of any contributed

service s(f
′′
execution, q

′′
) is expressed as the net available processing capacity of that peer. In

other words, if a service provider promises to support a task requiring c% cpu, then the

provider is obliged by the reservation agreement to offer c% of its processing capacity till the

completion of the task.

Every peer also has an encapsulated task producer. The task producer simulates the

generation of a new task t(f
′
execuiton, q

′
) for execution by a Poisson distribution with a mean

rate λtask. Every peer has an individual task production rate (λtask) that is randomly se-

lected from a uniform distribution between λtask−min and λtask−max. Further, the quality

requirements of all the tasks are formulated as q
′
=< c, e, st >, where c represents the aver-

age processing (cpu) power required (expressed in percentage), e represents the duration of

execution time required by the task given an average processing power c, and st represents

the preferred start time of the task. For every task generated by the task producer, c is

selected randomly from a uniform distribution between cmin and cmax. Further, the task

execution duration e is modeled by an exponential distribution with parameter µexecution.

For our analysis, we assume that all tasks are required to be executed immediately (st =

current time).

The brokering framework maps a task t to any service s such that the available execution

capacity of the service is less than that required by the task. A service-to-task binding

is ranked by the broker using a best-fit policy. Hence, a service with maximum available

processing power greater than that required by the task is selected: t ≡mj sj, where sj ∈

Scandidate and mj = |Q|max for Q =
⋃n

i=1 q
′′
i .
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The execution framework of the client submits the task to the mapped service and waits

for the notification of its completion. The simulation system supports two modes of task

submission: reserved-mode and unreserved-mode. In the reserved-mode, the client explicitly

reserves the remote service for its usage. Thus, for executing a task t(f
′
execuiton, q

′
) with

q
′

=< c, e, st >, the client reserves the service to get exclusive access to c% of processing

power for the time interval < st, st + e >. Once the provider acknowledges the service

reservation with a reservation agreement, it is assumed that the provider will not become

offline before the successful completion of the submitted task. If the provider decides to

discontinue its membership in the time interval < st, st + e >, the provider is obliged

to become inactive rather than offline. On the other hand, there are no task completion

guarantees in the unreserved-mode of submission. If the provider decides to go offline during

the interval < st, st + e >, it simply terminates its transaction with the client resulting in

the failure of the submitted task. Thus, task execution in reserved-mode offers additional

quality assurance and fault tolerance with greater reliability and availability guarantees.

Thus far our discussions have assumed that all service providers are honest peers. How-

ever, it would be impractical to ignore the influence of dishonest and malicious peers on the

performance of ad hoc grids. Hence, the trust management framework divides the provider

population of the grid into three distinct behavioral categories: honest, malicious, and strate-

gic. An honest peer “always” abides by its reservation agreements. Tasks submitted to an

honest provider (with service reservation) will always be successfully completed. Malicious

providers “never” fulfill their service agreements. All tasks submitted to a malicious provider

result in a premature termination of the transaction by the provider. A strategic provider

is a sophisticated subtype of malicious provider. Rather than cheating the consumer all the

time, a strategic provider disregards its agreement only ν% of its total transactions, where

ν represents the strategy coefficient. Thus, a strategic provider attempts to disguise its true

intentions from the community by changing its behavior from time to time. Alternatively,

strategic providers with ν ≈ 100 also model honest providers with a small failure (incompli-

ance) rate. For a population of N providers, the number of honest, malicious, and strategic
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providers are represented as Nhp, Nmp, and Nsp respectively, where N = Nhp + Nmp + Nsp,

given pcontribution = 1.0.

7.2. Experimental Analysis

In our analysis, we evaluate the performance of ad hoc grids in terms of its availability and

reliability. The estimations of availability and reliability of the ad hoc grid can significantly

vary from peer to peer. For example, a consumer that discovers no satisfactory service for

its task has a different availability estimation for the ad hoc grid when compared to a peer

that had no problems discovering appropriate services. Hence, the notion of grid availability

and reliability is defined on a per peer basis.

Every peer x computes individual estimates of the availability (Λx ∈ [0, 1]) and reliability

(Γx ∈ [0, 1]) of the ad hoc grid to itself. The overall availability (Λ ∈ [0, 1]) and reliability

(Γ ∈ [0, 1]) of the ad hoc grid is computed as the mean values across all member peers.

Λ =

∑N
x=1 Λx

N

Γ =

∑N
x=1 Γx

N

Every peer assume the initial availability of the grid as 0.5. For every task produced by

that peer, we update its availability as per Equation 7.

(7) Λx =


min(Λx + a, 1) if task submitted to a matching service

max(Λx − a, 0) if task did not find a matching service

where a ∈ [0, 1] represents the adjustment factor of the availability metric. Likewise, for

every submitted task, the reliability is re-evaluated at the time of task completion as per

Equation 8, where b ∈ [0, 1] represents the adjustment factor of the reliability metric.

(8) Γx =


min(Γx + b, 1) if task completed successfully

max(Γx − b, 0) if task failed
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Hence, it can be seen that the availability of the grid quantifies the ease with which a

grid task can be matched with appropriate services and the reliability of the grid estimates

the success experienced by the peer by using the ad hoc grid.

• N = Maximum membership to the ad hoc grid
• λmembership = Average rate at which peers join the ad hoc grid (expressed as mem-

bers joining the grid per hour)
• 1

µsession
= Average session of online peers (expressed in minutes)

• λtask−min = Minimum rate at which tasks can be produced by the peers (expressed
in tasks produced per hour)

• λtask−max = Maximum rate at which tasks can be produced by the peers (expressed
in tasks produced per hour)

• cmin = Minimum processing requirements by a task (expressed in % of cpu)
• cmax = Maximum processing requirements by a task (expressed in % of cpu)
• 1

µexecution
= Average execution time required by a task (expressed in minutes)

• pcontribuiton = Probability with which a peer may contribute its associated service.
• Nhp = Number of honest providers in the system
• Nmp = Number of malicious providers in the system
• Nsp = Number of strategic providers in the system
• ν = Strategy coefficient of strategic providers
• a = Adjustment factor of the availability metric (default = 0.05)
• b = Adjustment factor of the reliability metric (default = 0.05)

Figure 2. Summary of all the parameters that control the simulation environment

Figure 2 provides a summary of all the parameters that control the behavior and charac-

teristics of the ad hoc grid simulation. The motivation behind this analysis is to understand

the impact of these parameters on the availability and reliability of ad hoc grids.

Figure 3 shows the mean availability of the ad hoc grid with respect to various average

membership rates (λmembership). It can be seen that the variation in membership rates of the

ad hoc grid peers bears no influence on the mean grid availability. Irrespective of the values

selected for the membership rates, the grid availability shows the same pattern. Increased

membership rate results in more online members at any given time. Even though this

increases the number of contributed grid services (pcontribution = 1.0), it equally increases the

number of online grid service consumers. As a result, the overall consumer to provider ratio

remains unchanged irrespective of the variations in membership rates. Figure 4 shows the

performance of ad hoc grids with the initialization parameters similar to that of Figure 3,
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Figure 3. Mean grid availability with respect to variable average member-
ship rate (λmembership) and the following initial parameters: N = 100 peers,

1
µsession

= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour, λtask−max = 10 tasks/hour,

cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, 1
µexecution

= 50.0 minutes, pcontribuiton = 1.0

Figure 4. Mean grid availability with respect to variable task production
rates (λtask−min and λtask−max) and the following initial parameters: N = 100
peers, λmembership = 50 peers/hour, 1

µsession
= 90.0 minutes, cmin = 0%, cmax =

100%, 1
µexecution

= 50.0 minutes, pcontribuiton = 1.0
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but with different values of task production rates (λtask−min and λtask−max). It can be seen

that a small change in the task production rate results in an amplified change in the grid

availability. The online consumer to provider ratio remains the same as that in Figure 3.

However, due to the increase in the number of produced tasks, the ratio of produced tasks

to the available services has increased significantly when compared to the latter case. As a

result, not every produced task can be accommodated by the available services yielding a

lower availability with increase in the task production rates. Figure 4 shows a logarithmic

decrease in the grid availability with a linear increase in the average task production rates.

This implies that beyond a certain threshold value of the average task production rate, the

availability of the grid becomes extremely low making it unusable for all practical purposes.

Therefore, it is important for service consumers to carefully chose a task production rate

such that the available services are not overwhelmed. An adaptive consumer can employ

several intelligent congestion control mechanisms to dynamically adapt its task production

rate. For example, the consumer may employ the exponential back-off congestion control

scheme. Within this scheme, the consumer can linearly increase its task production rate

if it experiences high availability and exponentially reduce its task production rate if the

availability reduces.

Figure 5 shows the impact of probability of service contribution (pcontribution) on the mean

availability of the ad hoc grid. It can be seen that grid availability is directly proportional

to the probability with which services are contributed by the peers. As the probability of

contribution increases, the number of contributed services will also increase. With the aver-

age task production rate (λtask−min and λtask−max) being constant for all cases, an increased

probability will result in a reduced task to service ratio within the grid. This causes the

availability of the ad hoc grid to increase proportionately.

Figure 6 shows the influence of average task execution time on the mean availability of the

ad hoc grid. The average execution time of the tasks plays an important role in determining

the total number of tasks processed by the contributed services within a given time. Short

tasks that complete faster allow services that process them to be utilized by other tasks,
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Figure 5. Mean grid availability with respect to variable pcontribution and the
following initial parameters: N = 100 peers, λmembership = 50 peers/hour,

1
µsession

= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour, λtask−max = 10 tasks/hour,

cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, 1
µexecution

= 50.0 minutes

Figure 6. Mean grid availability with respect to variable average task ex-
ecution times 1

µexecution
and the following initial parameters: N = 100 peers,

λmembership = 50 peers/hour, 1
µsession

= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour,

λtask−max = 10 tasks/hour, cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, pcontribution = 1.0
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thereby increasing the overall grid availability. Thus, the mean grid availability is inversely

proportional to the average execution times of the produced tasks.

Figure 7. Mean grid reliability with respect to service reservation and the
following initial parameters: N = 100 peers, λmembership = 50 peers/hour,

1
µsession

= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour, λtask−max = 10 tasks/hour,

cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, 1
µexecution

= 50.0 minutes, pcontribution = 1.0

Figure 7 shows the impact of an explicit service reservation scheme on the mean grid

reliability. With a reservation scheme, the service providers do not immediately terminate

their membership to the grid at the expiry of their membership session. Instead, they

become inactive till the successful completion of the tasks. Such a behavior guarantees the

successful completion of all produced tasks resulting in maximum grid reliability. However,

such reliability is not guaranteed with an unreserved-mode of task submission. Providers

terminate their existing transactions at will, causing any active task being processed by them

to fail. In such scenarios, the providers operate on a best effort basis without providing any

quality guarantees. The significant improvement in grid performance using a reservation

scheme implies that the success of ad hoc grids for all practical applications depends on the

efficiency and robustness of the quality of service framework employed by it.

It was shown in Figure 7 that the grid performance can significantly improve under the

influence of a service reservation scheme. However, there might be use cases where the
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Figure 8. Mean grid reliability with respect to various session duration
times ( 1

µsession
= 90.0) and the following initial parameters: N = 100 peers,

λmembership = 50 peers/hour, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour, λtask−max = 10
tasks/hour, cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, 1

µexecution
= 50.0 minutes, pcontribution =

1.0

support for such QoS mechanisms might not be possible. In such scenarios, it is important

to understand the behavior of ad hoc grids in the absence of explicit service reservation

schemes. Figures 8 and 9 shows the mean grid reliability with respect to different service

membership session times ( 1
µsession

) and average task execution times ( 1
µexecution

) respectively.

In the absence of reservation schemes, the performance of ad hoc grids entirely depends on

the combination of the service duration and task execution time. Any task with an execution

time greater than the service duration period is bound to fail in its execution. This is because

the service will become offline before the successful completion of the task. grid reliability

in such a scenario is extremely low (Γ ≈ 0). Tasks with an execution time smaller than

the average service duration will be successfully completed by the service with a probability

that is inversely proportional to their execution times. Hence, in the unreserved-mode, the

reliability of the ad hoc grid improves as the execution time of the task becomes smaller to

the average online duration time of the service.
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Figure 9. Mean grid reliability with respect to various task execution times
( 1

µexecution
= 50.0) and the following initial parameters: N = 100 peers,

λmembership = 50 peers/hour, 1
µsession

= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour,

λtask−max = 10 tasks/hour, cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, pcontribution = 1.0

Figure 10. Mean grid reliability with respect to trust management frame-
work and the following initial parameters: N = 100 peers, λmembership = 50
peers/hour, 1

µsession
= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour, λtask−max = 10

tasks/hour, cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, 1
µexecution

= 50.0 minutes, pcontribution =
1.0, Nhp = 34, Nmp = 34, Nsp = 34, ν = 0.5
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Thus far our experiments have assumed an idealistic scenario without malicious or strate-

gic peers. We have also ignored the influence of the trust and reputation management frame-

work on the performance of the grid. Therefore, we now simulate a realistic scenario with

an equal mix of honest, malicious, and strategic peers. Figure 10 shows the influence of the

trust framework in the mean reliability of the ad hoc grid. All tasks are submitted in the

reserved mode. Thus, task failures only occur when the service providers maliciously ter-

minate the tasks before completion. Without a trust framework, consumers lack the added

intelligence that allows them to avoid future interactions with providers that cheated then in

the past. This significantly hampers the grid reliability. With the enforcement of the trust

framework, consumers are appropriately equipped with a mechanism systematically isolate

malicious peers. By limiting their interaction with only honest peers, consumers experience

a much better reliability.

Figure 11. Cumulative task submission to the different classes of providers
without a trust management framework and the following initial parame-
ters: N = 100 peers, λmembership = 50 peers/hour, 1

µsession
= 90.0 min-

utes, λtask−min = 10 tasks/hour, λtask−max = 20 tasks/hour, cmin = 0%,
cmax = 100%, 1

µexecution
= 50.0 minutes, pcontribution = 1.0, Nhp = 34, Nmp = 34,

Nsp = 34, ν = 0.5
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Figure 12. Cumulative task submission to the different classes of providers
with a trust management framework and the following initial parameters: N =
100 peers, λmembership = 50 peers/hour, 1

µsession
= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 10

tasks/hour, λtask−max = 20 tasks/hour, cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, 1
µexecution

=
50.0 minutes, pcontribution = 1.0, Nhp = 34, Nmp = 34, Nsp = 34, ν = 0.5

Another aspect of this behavior is shown in Figures 11 and 12. They show the cumulative

tasks submitted to the different types of service providers (honest, malicious, and strategic).

It can be seen that with the trust framework, the system progressively identifies malicious

providers in the grid and isolates them from processing any tasks.This is evident from the

fact that task submissions to the malicious peers decreases with time. Additionally, task

submissions to the strategic peers also reduces to a rate that is directly proportional to their

strategy coefficient (v%). Such an intelligent behavior does not occur in grids without a trust

system. Therefore, consumers simply select a provider based on its functional capabilities,

while ignoring the outcomes of all previous transactions with them. As a result the reliability

of grids in such systems is dependent on the number of honest providers available in the

system.

Figure 13 shows the resilience and robustness of our trust and reputation management

framework. For the ad hoc grid communities where a large percentage of providers are honest,

the reliability is not an issue. With the reservation framework enabled, the reliability will
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Figure 13. Mean grid reliability with respect to different ratios of honest
peers and the following initial parameters: N = 100 peers, λmembership = 50
peers/hour, 1

µsession
= 90.0 minutes, λtask−min = 5 tasks/hour, λtask−max = 10

tasks/hour, cmin = 0%, cmax = 100%, 1
µexecution

= 50.0 minutes, pcontribution =
1.0

always be close to unity. The challenge arises when the bulk of the community providers

are malicious. It is imperative for the trust framework to protect the consumers from the

malicious providers and restrict their interactions to honest providers even when they are in

a minority. It can be seen from Figure 13 that our trust framework is capable of protecting

the consumers from malicious providers even when 90% of the providers are malicious. When

the consumers initially join the grid, they have no prior knowledge regarding the behavior of

other peers. This causes them to interact with peers that have malicious intentions, resulting

in a drop in reliability that is proportional to the percentage of malicious providers. However,

as the consumers identify the true behavior of the providers, they are able to make clear

distinctions between honest and malicious providers. By limiting their interactions to only

honest providers, they once again experience a more reliable grid (Γ ≈ 1). The time it

takes for consumers to gather the requisite intelligence is proportional to the percentage of

malicious providers in the system.
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With our carefully crafted experiments we have systematically shown the behavioral

characteristics of ad hoc grids under realistic conditions. The results discussed in this section

have demonstrated the usefulness of the different component frameworks and the influence

they have on improving the performance of ad hoc grids for real world applications.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY

The proliferation of the grid technology has resulted in its widespread acceptance within

the scientific and commercial communities. However, an increase in the sophistication and

advancement in the existing grid environments are accompanied by parallel increments in

the complexities and demands of the next generation grid applications. In order to keep

pace with the demands of the next generation grid applications, the grid technology itself

has undergone several transformations. Ad hoc grid is one such evolution of traditional grid

computing paradigm. Its fundamental difference with traditional grids lies in its lack of

dependence on any pre-established environment, policy, technology, network structure, and

trust relationship. It specifically focuses on the issues of autonomy and self-organization

while enabling spontaneous grid collaborations between participating entities irrespective

of their geographic presence and organizational affiliation. This dissertation aims at high-

lighting the key factors motivating the need for a comprehensive ad hoc grid framework. It

outlines the primary requirements imposed by the ad hoc grid environments and offers a

systematic solution addressing every relevant issue. Further, it verifies the correctness and

feasibility of the proposed solution with the help of a simulation analysis and a high-quality

ad hoc grid prototype.

Due to the instantaneous, sporadic, and dynamic behavior of ad hoc grids, any solution

proposed for it should adhere to the fundamental principles of structure-, control-, and

technology-independence. Structural-independence in ad hoc grids reflect their ability to

self-organize without synchronous coordination between the participating entities. Control-

independence reflects its ability to manage the security and trust policies associated with

the grid without any dedicated central administrative controller. Technology-independence
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exhibits its ability to enable spontaneous collaborations without regards to the underlying

technologies used by member entities.

The ad hoc grid solution discussed in this dissertation is divided into a suite of compo-

nent frameworks. Rather than proposing a stove-pipe solution, this dissertation describes

an approach that builds ad hoc grids from a set of components that collectively address the

requirements of ad hoc grids. The components proposed in this dissertation include com-

munity management framework, security framework, QoS framework, execution framework,

and trust framework. Rather than proposing a new infrastructure for the community man-

agement framework, we utilize the results of existing research conducted by the web and

P2P communities. Specifically we build over the functionalities proposed by project JXTA

[55] with respect to dynamic community formation, discovery, and participation. JXTA

provides us with the base functionality of forming logical communities and passing commu-

nication messages between peers of a community. The remaining frameworks described in

this dissertation add all the semantics that enable a functional ad hoc grid.

The quality of service framework defined in this dissertation ensures deterministic guar-

antees in the otherwise random ad hoc grid behavior. The proposed QoS model integrates

a dynamic information management component, a service reservation and provision com-

ponent, and an adaptive QoS-aware broker. The information manager facilitates dynamic

service advertisements and discovery, similar to that supported by the P2P community. The

service reservation and provisioning system allows the consumer to reserve the remote service

for execution and invoke the service within the scope of the generated service level agree-

ment. The broker is QoS-aware component that matches the task to appropriate services

based on the functional- and quality-attributes of the task and service. Although several

quality-aware resource mapping frameworks are discussed in literature, the uniqueness of

the model discussed in this dissertation lies in its independence form any pre-defined or cen-

tral infrastructure. Adhering to the base requirements of ad hoc grids, the QoS framework

provides a structure-independent solution. The information and brokering systems are de-

signed and implemented in a distributed fashion segregating the requisite functionality on
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all existing peers making the system robust and fault tolerant. Therefore, the operations of

the framework do not depend on the availability of a particular server or ad hoc grid peer.

To facilitate the technology-independent requirements of ad hoc grids, this dissertation

describes an abstraction-based execution framework. The abstraction framework provides

a decoupling between the technologies used by the service providers and consumers respec-

tively. Further, it offers a plug-n-play mechanism to incrementally support new technologies

as they get developed. The abstractions framework is built on the concepts of tasks and

task graphs. A grid task is an atomic unit of execution encapsulating additional elements

such as service, specification, security context, and status. A task graph is a collection of

related tasks bound together with an execution dependency. The framework also provides

protocol-specific handlers that translate the abstract tasks and task graphs into technology-

specific elements. The execution of tasks and task graphs through protocol-specific han-

dlers is referred to as the hander-execution pattern. A majority of grid applications can

accomplish their objective with this pattern of grid execution. For applications and frame-

works that desire a higher level of abstractions, we have designed two additional patterns:

the resource-execution pattern and the broker-execution pattern. Although the abstraction

framework was designed to address the requirements imposed by ad hoc grids, it offers a

generic stand-alone execution framework that can be utilized by any distributed computing

system, including ad hoc grids. An implementation of the discussed framework and patterns

is distributed as part of the Java Cog Kit project [151]. The current version of distribution

supports the following grid and distributed computing technologies: Globus Toolkit v2.4.3,

Globus Toolkit v3.0, Globus Toolkit v3.0.1, Globus Toolkit v3.1, Globus Toolkit v4.0, Con-

dor, Mpich-G2, SSH, SCP, FTP, GridFTP, and WebDAV. The framework as been accepted

by the community with great enthusiasm. This is evident from the fact that several grid and

community projects have adopted our abstractions framework, including the OGCE project

[152], the CMCS project [31], the Karajan workflow project[153], the GQ0SM project [81],

the grid desktop project, and the grid shell project [151].
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The QoS framework and the execution framework facilitate a robust service brokering

and provisioning environment. However, in the absence of a central grid administrator that

monitors peer behavior, it is necessary to employ a distributed trust brokering system that

manages the trust that peers exhibit on each other based on their individual behavior. The

trust system maps the activities of every peer to its global reputation and personalized trust

imparted by other peers that interact with it. This enables ad hoc grid peers to restrict

their interactions with honest providers, thereby socially isolating the malicious entities in

the community. In the trust framework proposed, we map the QoS commitments of the

providers to their trust characteristics. Even though the concepts of trust and reputa-

tion management has been an active area of research in the P2P community, the primary

contribution of this framework is that it offers a generic trust solution that specifically satis-

fies the requirements of ad hoc grids such as structure-independence, control-independence,

bootstrap-independence, and tolerance to incomplete or incorrect information.

The security framework discussed in this dissertation showcases the semantics to enforce

the authentication and authorization requirements of peers without relying on any centralized

policy management infrastructure. Security management is not the primary focus of this

dissertation, thus we adopt existing technologies and standards where possible and extend

them to meet ad hoc grid requirements where necessary. Our security solution is divided

into the authentication and authorization subsystems. The authentication subsystem offers

the semantics necessary to establish, maintain, and verify peer identities in ad hoc grid

without a central identity imparting authority. The authorization subsystem compliments

the authentication subsystem by offering an autonomous policy enforcement system.

Further, we have verified the functional and implementation feasibility of the system

with a prototype implementation using open source commodity technologies. Our prototype

provides an integration of the community, QoS, execution, trust, and security frameworks. It

utilizes several commodity technologies such as the Java CoG Kit [151], JXTA [55], ClassAds

[78], Sunxacml [141], and the Globus Toolkit [22]. It provides the functionality to create,
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discover, and join communities on the fly. It also allows presence management and group-

wide communication. Further, it allows peers to dynamically advertise, discover, and invoke

grid services implemented with a wide range of protocols and technologies. Additionally, the

prototype allows the peers to make service reservations, generate agreements, and consume

the service within the context of the agreement. Peers can autonomously enforce their

authorization policies expressed in XACML policy language. Spontaneous collaborations

done using the prototype verifies the fact that on-the-fly collaborations are possible using the

technologies at hand, provided they are accompanied with the right kind of utility frameworks

such as those described in this dissertation.

The operational correctness of the integrated ad hoc grid architecture is verified using

agent-based modeling and simulation techniques. The agent-based simulator evaluates the

performance of ad hoc grids in terms of its availability and reliability. It assists in verifying

the behavior of the ad hoc grid system under several control parameters. Through carefully

designed experiments, it was verified that the proposed system behaves as expected. It was

shown that if all peers in the grid contribute and consume services, then the number of

peers in the system bear no influence on the availability of the grid. Availability of the

grid is directly proportional to the probability with which peers contribute their services.

It is inversely affected by the average task execution times and the peer session duration

times. Maximum reliability of the grid is ensured by the employed QoS framework. Without

a QoS system, the reliability is dependent on the combination of task execution time and

membership session duration. The smaller the task execution time with respect to the

membership session duration, the better is the reliability of the ad hoc grid. Further, it was

shown that in a realistic scenario with a mix of honest and malicious providers, the reliability

can significantly improve with the application of the trust framework. It was shown that

the proposed system was tolerant enough to withstand an attack even if the majority of

providers are malicious entities.

To summarize, this dissertation makes the following novel contributions towards the

understanding of ad hoc grids:
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• Defines the scope of ad hoc grids along with their characteristics and requirements.

• Defines a fault-tolerant QoS system that can support quality-based service discov-

ery and execution in a completely distributed environment.

• Defines a novel abstraction framework that can incrementally integrate new tech-

nologies, making grid application development simple and flexible.

• Defines a robust trust and reputation system that reduces the influence of malicious

entities without relying on a dedicated infrastructure.

• Showcases the existing standards and technologies that can be conveniently applied

to make ad hoc grids secure for practical applications.

• Provides a high-quality open-source ad hoc grid implementation with most of the

functionality discussed in this dissertation.

• Provides an open-source agent-based ad hoc grid simulator to study the behavioral

characteristics of ad hoc grids.

Although this dissertation attempts to cover most of the important aspects related to ad

hoc grids, there exists several areas of interest that are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

These areas can be identified as streams of future research to improve the overall ad hoc

grid architecture. Our QoS framework offers a platform for service advertisement, discovery,

reservation, and invocation. However, it offers no support for monitoring and measuring

QoS. Typically, third party systems are assigned with the task of measuring the QoS com-

mitments of providers. It would be interesting to focus on a bilateral approach for QoS

monitoring and evaluation. The development of the abstractions-based execution framework

is an ongoing process. As new technologies become available, they can be integrated into

the system as protocol-specific providers. Ongoing work within the Java CoG Kit project

[151] is focusing on integrating new providers such as the EGEE [154], Bittorent [155], and

WSRF [45]. Our agent-based modeling technique showcases the effects of several control

parameters on the performance of ad hoc grids using well-designed simulated experiments.

It would be be helpful to have a more definitive analytic model that formally translates the

control parameters into the performance exhibited by ad hoc grids. We acknowledge the
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complications involved with such a formal model due to the large number of input control

parameters and the hidden co-relation they bear with each other. Yet, its achievement will

assist the grid community to understand the dynamics involved with ad hoc grids in a more

definitive manner.
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